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EDITORIAL NOTES

We are feeling great satisfaction that the Journal of Economic & Commerce (JEC) has successfully
completed the eight years of publication and entering in the 10th year. We successfully indexed our
journal in QLI Database of INSTITUTE FOR STUDIES IN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT as
well as in UGC list. We are also proud of our Editorial Board for the Journal of Economics &
Commerce (JEC), Which includes academicians in the fields of Economics and Commerce, who
have marks of records of accomplishment in their respective disciplines and also share a burden of
referee as per required from time to time. Ever since its inaugural publication in 2010, JEC has
emerged as one of the most respected publications, encompassing both Economics and Commerce.
We intend to build on this tradition with our present issue.
Over the years, JEC has endowed with a platform for the progression of knowledge and the quest of
academic excellence. Many prominent scholars from different part of India have published
inspiring high quality articles analogous to those in leading journals in the field. Even as
maintaining its focus on contemporary developments in the broad areas of Economics and
Commerce, the journal is now also pledged to the spreading out of research frontiers further.
Within this orientation the present issue of the journal provides a set of six articles and one report,
which includes some special articles case studies on burning issues of economics and commerce. In
addition to this we have also kept our commitment towards promotion of new contributors and
young researchers in the present issue.
As the last words, we would like to tell our respected readers that our forthcoming issues intend to
focus for theoretical, applied, and methodological work, with emphasis on development of critical
issues with the use of empirical evidences, and the edifice policy measures. The Editors welcome
submissions in this spirit on vital issues concerning our economy and commerce, with a token of
note that these will strictly be referred before acceptance.
DAV PG College

Anup Kumar Mishra

Varansi

Managing Editor

30th, January, 2019
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THE EMERGING DOMAIN OF SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP RESEARCH:
A CLASSIFICATION AND TREND ANALYSIS (2013-2015)
Saurabh Kumar Srivastava*
ABSTRACT
Conceptual factors are the key aspects for the development of any domain in a specific
discipline; this paper focuses on the identified established factors leading to the
development of social entrepreneurship and potential conceptual framework that will surely
enrich the discipline. Combining the classical and contemporary definitions with the
ambiguities related to field of social entrepreneurship and its practices, many
characteristics of the social entrepreneurs have been identified but also specific researches
in this area is left, such as suitability of social entrepreneurial practices, social innovation
frameworks for developing nations, their expertise of community development and how to
solve social challenges. It also focuses on classification of social entrepreneurship research
on specific variables and concepts. It is found in this study that the most backward regions of
any country are suitable places for social entrepreneurial practices and conversely their
practices builds a powerful vehicle for development at grass root level. The current work
also signifies the growing community of social entrepreneurs envisages developing
sustainable and innovative solutions to societal challenges and transformation. This paper
is unique in terms of signifying the public policy challenges and adds dimensions critical for
the successful implementation of social entrepreneurial activities based on a developed
conceptual model of social entrepreneurship. To conceptualize the term social enterprises
and social entrepreneurship, the study investigates and analyzes the growing trends and
changing dimensions of social entrepreneurship and social enterprises. The findings
strongly reveals and suggests that the majority of researches have been conducted in
developed nations like USA, UK and EU countries; there is a need to conduct the social
entrepreneurship research in developing nations like India with those factors ideal for these
economies. Core factors have been extracted which give direction for future research. For
the above purpose, 178 papers published between 2013 to 2015 were extracted with two
keywords for their selection criteria as social entrepreneurship and social enterprise with
databases from Emerald, Springer link, Taylor and Francis, Science Direct, Sage, JSTOR,
Wiley online, Cambridge, Indian journals.
Keywords: : Social Entrepreneurship, Social Enterprises, Emerging Domain
INTRODUCTION
It has been largely discussed that many issues are not summarized in the field of social
entrepreneurship (Hati and Idris, 2014). Conceptual factors are the key aspects for the development of
any domain in a specific discipline; this paper is focused on the identified established factors leading
* Guest Faculty, Department of Economics, DAV PG College, Varanasi-221005, India
E-mail: saurabhsri945@gmail.com
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to the development of social entrepreneurship (Goncalves et al., 2015) and potential conceptual
framework (Kidd et al., 2013; Agrawal and Hockerts, 2013; Kidd and McKenzie, 2014) that will
surely enrich the discipline.
Social entrepreneurial activities (Gordin and Dedova, 2015) involved with societal challenges with a
clear social mission (Hazenberg and Denny, 2014; Lepoutre et al., 2013; Desa and Basu, 2013) and a
strategy that combines resourcefulness and innovation (Desa and Basu 2013). Social
Entrepreneurship is recently emerged in academic field and it is required to have a conceptual
framework to better understand its progress and potential (Chell et al., 2014; Kidd et al., 2015). Social
entrepreneurship develops transformational leaders for creating opportunities (Harris et al.,
2014), social value creation (Ghauri et al., 2014; Felício et al., 2013) aimed with social vision,
sustainability, social networking, innovativeness and financial returns (Urban, 2015).
In previous researches, social entrepreneurs have been considered as change agents (Lehner and
Nicholls, 2014; Rivers et al., 2015; Ebrashi, 2013; Trivedi and Misra, 2015; Maclean and Harvey,
2013; Schöning, 2013; Galvin and Iannotti, 2014) for most widespread social problems in developed
and developing economies. Social entrepreneurship studies prominently embed the notion of
innovation (Rivers et al., 2015; Sserwanga et al., 2014; Gorissen at al., 2014; Gawell, 2013; Shaw,
2013; Maclean and Harvey, 2013; Purnomo et al., 2015) in defining the constructs leading to social
entrepreneurship. It has been found that the prime concern of the dimensions of social entrepreneurial
practices is to satisfy social and environmental needs (Migliore et al., 2015).
Combining the classical and contemporary definitions with the ambiguities related to field of social
entrepreneurship (Tandon, 2014) and its practices, many characteristics of the social entrepreneurs
have been identified (Kraus et al., 2013), yet lack of research can be felt in the many aspects such as
suitability of social entrepreneurial practices, social innovation frameworks for developing nations,
expertise of community development and managing social challenges.
Social entrepreneurs are the risk averters (Smith et al., 2014) and create a sustainable model according
to the market needs in their area.
Social Entrepreneurs are basically creative, path-breaker, manages real world problem with powerful
ideas. They possess different attitude and angle of solving the problem of scarcity and address the
situation better than state led initiatives (Bornstein, 2007; Zahra et. al., 2009). Their managerial
capability, practices (Sarpong and Davies, 2014) and management experience (Roy and Karna, 2015;
Sarpong and Davies, 2014) comes out with a social benefits with sustainable business solutions.
Social entrepreneurs are the individuals, possessed with a social entrepreneurial spirit, and motivated
with a passionate humanistic approach to the society. By introducing innovative solutions to
overcome communities from their most widespread problems for their growth and poverty alleviation
in unfortunate regions of the various nations, social enterprises generates positive financial outcome
(Gupta et al., 2015) and majority of the outcome leads towards long term positive social impact
(Seddon et al., 2014; Glanzel and Scheuerle, 2015; Lundstrom and Zhou, 2014). The passionate
ideology of social entrepreneurs compels them to face the practical challenges of core social issues.
(Luke et al., 2013).
Actually, social enterprises work for profit oriented motive with the objective to create social value by
using their approach towards of 3E's namely efficiency, effectiveness and economy (Stone and
Gershenfeld, 2002; Herman and Renz, 2008; Polonsky and Grau, 2008). Social value creation has
been largely discussed by many researchers as a key orientation of social entrepreneurs. If social value
creation is removed from the concept of social entrepreneurship, it will be just like an ordinary
enterprise for profit motive.
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Being ethical (Carroll, 1991) towards human being is the key motivation for Social entrepreneurial
activity. They move ahead with an innovative solution and managerial practices to create
opportunities for unfortunates and under privileged section of society. Social entrepreneurs have the
courage to innovate and make revolutionary changes in traditional entrepreneurial practices. Now it is
largely discussed that social enterprises are a hybrid and for-profit businesses that mix social goals and
economic imperatives (Maclean and Harvey, 2013) to make social change with income generation for
the communities, and prove a viable and sustainable business plan. They are working across the world
in many challenging areas like:
·
Building sustainable organizations for entailing social, economic and environmental
concerns.
·
Social innovation
·
Providing survival communities
·
social value creation with commercialization
·
Community development
·
Social capital mobilization
·
Public goods
·
Resource mobilization
Solving social issues are the key reasons for their passion for developing an enterprise. Their working
culture elaborates them as a Philanthropic venture capital (PhVC) (Scarlata and Alemany, 2013). The
discussed model in this work shows the main characteristics of social entrepreneurs (Othman and
Wahid, 2013). On the part of public policy initiatives (Bryce, 2014) for social entrepreneurs many
factors affect their practices as Tax policy, Financing, Organizational structure, Regulatory policy.
Many developed and developing nations initiated certain regulations and Company laws to facilitate
the social enterprise and its practices (Sørensen and Neville, 2014), who deserve credibility to
change makers (Maclean and Harvey 2013) from grass root level. The prominent role of social
entrepreneurial practices is to create economic and sustainable development especially for
developing economies. The trend in this area signifies the growing community of social entrepreneurs
envisages developing sustainable and innovative solutions to societal challenges and transformation.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Core attention about the entrepreneurs started with the theory of Joseph Alois Schumpeter who was an
Austrian-American economist and political scientist. His belief about the entrepreneur's ability of
bearing risk can push the economic development. Further the development of the theories elaborates
that the Social Entrepreneurs have their own 'innovative, social value creating activity that can occur
within or across the non-profit, business, or government sectors' (Austin et al., 2006). Human
development can best be achieved by utilising and relying on a social entrepreneurship solution
(Simha and Carey, 2009) which will surely occur with empowerment of human through employment
and income generating initiatives. The literature on 'economic' and on 'social' entrepreneurship
suggests wide and different possible definitions of the term “entrepreneur” (Nicholls, 2006;
Sheerman, 2000; Thompson, 2002). The basic motivation of social entrepreneurs can be economic
interest, civic attitude, or personal development (Henton, 1997) which converted finally as a for-profit
motive business.
Social entrepreneurship is a combining concept that demonstrates the usefulness of business
(Battilana and Lee, 2014; Roundy, 2014; Ratiu et al., 2014; Chell et al., 2014) principles in achieving
sustainable social goals (Bannister, 2014). Social enterprises involved in creating positive social
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outcomes (Agrawal and Hockerts, 2013) for marginalized or separated communities who are facing
day-to-day survival challenges. The practices of social entrepreneurship are motivated by a passion to
help, empower and revive the social, environmental (Migliore et al., 2015; Ming Ho, 2014) and
economic challenges. Finally, their output comes out with a net social benefit. Their prime objective is
to offer a better service (Gawell and Sundin, 2014) for improving the populace as a whole. The Social
entrepreneurial practices for making social impact that might outweigh the economic impact and
display high social and economic proclivity (Maclean and Harvey, 2013). The practices play role of
catalyst for empowerment and social inclusion (Huang and Cox, 2014; Rymsza, 2015). Through
income generation projects and experimental learning and Learning by doing (Chang et al., 2014)
processes, they play a role of community entrepreneur for resource mobilization (Sloan et al., 2014).
Groups focused on social entrepreneurship may be divided into several categories according to their
practices: community-based enterprises (Sloan et al., 2014), socially responsible enterprises, social
services industry professionals, and socio-economic enterprises. Their output emerged in many forms
as previous literatures established namely Social return ratio (SRR), Social return on investment
(SROI), Social accounting and audit Socio-economic value SROI rate (Emerson and Cabaj, 2000).
The existing body of literature recently exploited the influence of institutional (Formal and Informal)
factors on SE and innovation, hybridity, legitimacy and institutional logics (Pache and Santos, 2012;
Tracey, 2012; Tracey et al., 2011). In contrast to business entrepreneurs, social entrepreneurs are said
to create value. Values are at the heart of social entrepreneurship. Social entrepreneurship can bring
social change by innovative social value creating activities (Chaudhary and Srivastava, 2013).
Its practices made a viable business innovative solution for developing nations too. It was found in
many cases that social enterprises in agri-sector (Johansen, 2014) is viable and pave the path of
innovative rural social entrepreneurial practices for welfare and proved themselves as an prominent
contributor in healthcare, social inclusion and rural development (Hassink and Dijk, 2006; Sempik et
al., 2010). Social enterprises are the path-breaker and have creativity for real world problem solver
with innovative ideas (Bornstein, 2007; Zahra et al., 2009). A social enterprise involves in creating an
innovative means for addressing the problem and generates social and economic values (Mair and
Marti, 2006). They are engaged in producing ethical capital (Carroll, 1991; Lucy Frith; 2014) and
Social impact (Mirabella and Wish, 2000; O'Neill and Young, 1988).
METHODOLOGY
Content and narrative analysis has been performed in this paper based on the information available
through online databases. Online databases have been accessed from our university websites. Study
was carried out at virtual platform of online library of Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi, India. The
journal from all the qualitative, Quantitative and conceptual paper have been collected. 178 papers
published between 2013 to 2015 were extracted with two keywords for their selection criteria as social
entrepreneurship and social enterprise with databases from Emerald, Springer link, Taylor and
Francis, Science Direct, Sage, JSTOR, Wiley online, Cambridge, Indian journals.
The study investigates and analyzes the growing trends and changing dimensions of social
entrepreneurship and social enterprises based on proposed model. Initially, each paper was analyzed
deeply and then two scholars again reviewed it. The key insights of the literature were extracted that
fulfills our research objective. Many factors, constructs have been identified during this process,
which was further analyzed and presented in systematic order.
It focuses on classification of social entrepreneurship research on specific variables and concepts.
This study is based on the contributions of various researchers who have suggested distinct factors,
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which proves to be effective for social entrepreneurship. Theory development in the field of social
entrepreneurship has been the research agenda for identification of the key factors in the domain.
RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS
Emerging domain in social entrepreneurship: A content analysis
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Figure 1: Publications during 2013 to 2015 (Publisher wise)

Figure 1 shows that, 178 papers have been extracted from seven online databases for the period of
2013 to 2015. In which, 67 papers are from Springer link, 55 from Emerald, 17 from Taylor and
Francis, 15 from Science Direct, 10 from Wiley online, 6 from Sage, 4 from Indian journals, 2 from
JSTOR, 2 from Cambridge, were found for the present work.
Figure 2: Conceptual model of social entrepreneurship.
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Present work exhibits literature review classification of social entrepreneurship. Literature review
classification was based on the proposed model of social entrepreneurship. Model of the study shows
a wide conceptual framework of the area. Model depicts vision & mission, practices, challenges,
outcomes, and sustainability of the core concept leading towards social change. The conceptual model
was the basis for the classification of literature for the purpose of the study. Social value creation,
economic effectiveness, and economic goal were considered for visualizing the vision of the domain.
Innovation, sustainable growth, income generation, training and skill development, experimental
learning, work based learning are some of the basic practices followed in the area of social
entrepreneurship. These have been considered for identification of the numerous practices followed
by social entrepreneurs. Another component of the model covers challenges of social
entrepreneurship. Social inclusion, market needs, resource scarcity, organizational legitimacy,
corporate governance, social networking are critical challenges in social entrepreneurship. Literature
was identified addressing the challenges of the area and handing them efficiently. Outcome of social
entrepreneurship is an essential thought process of social entrepreneurship. It was considered as an
integral part of the area. Social value creation, profit generation, social and economic change might be
the outcome of social entrepreneurship. Environmental needs, resourcefulness, continuous
innovation process are the foundation of sustainability factor of social entrepreneurship.
Many researchers have classified the social entrepreneurial activities based on common factors like
innovative solutions, resource exploration, employment generation, skill development,
environmental protection initiatives etc. (Desa and Basu 2013; Bacq et al., 2014; Lundstrom and
Zhou, 2014; ; Stryjan, 2006; Picot, 2012; Migliore et al., 2015).
The result of the research depicts new organizational performance that creates, measure, and sustains
social change. Based on these identified factors in previous researches, model extends for defining
literature with proposed factors leading to societal change. Factors have been identified for long-term
viability of social entrepreneurial activities especially in those areas where policy makers and
administrators are unable to tackle the social problems.
The study found the important factors of social entrepreneurial activities such as innovation, social
inclusion, social value creation, economic effectiveness, environmental needs, social & financial
outcomes etc. that has been claimed as useful tool to policy makers in segmenting the population when
designing and implementing programs and strategies to enhance Social enterprise development.
The study not only produces several practical implications for social entrepreneurs but also opens new
research avenues to examine social enterprise for academicians and researchers. The study
investigates relevant practices and activities that social enterprises utilize for providing key
alternative solutions to the societies in case of limited state-led public policies.
The majority of researches have been conducted in developed nations like USA, UK and EU
countries; there is a need to conduct the social entrepreneurship research in developing nations like
India with those factors ideal for these economies. It is not necessary that the factors worked in
developed nations for the development of social entrepreneurship, may necessarily suitable for
developing nations. Therefore, there is a need to explore and identify those factors which will surely
guide the development of social entrepreneurship in growing economies. There is a need to conduct
interdisciplinary research in this domain particularly with those discipline which are close to social
entrepreneurship like economics, commerce, Management public administration and public policy.
This paper provides the right path for social entrepreneurial practices creating social change actually
explored by previous researcher.
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Literature review classification in the study leads for recognition of key role of social entrepreneur in
efficiently contributing to the attainment of sustainable development objective. It creates a better
awareness and environment of the present status of the field. It is being observed that the area of social
entrepreneurship is to be further explored for high quality and impact research. Contribution to social
enterpreuship literature signifies and specifies dimensions that are closely related to the areas of the
domain. Classification and bibiliographic analysis lists and elaborates wider perspective of social
entrepreneurship which will definitely help academecians and researchers for future research
direction.
Multidisciplinary research model can be developed with a view to enhance and enrich social
entrepreneurship. Basically, multidisciplinary research integrates and conceptualizes best practices
from a holistic point of view. Further, review analysis facilitates in streamlining of discussion and
presents a way for further research in the field of social entrepreneurship.
Limitations of the study: The current work has some limitations. The qualitative, Quantitative and
conceptual paper have been collected from online databases of Emerald, Springer link, Taylor and
Francis, Science Direct, Sage, JSTOR, Wiley online, Cambridge, Indian journals. Hence, review
classification literature of the domain cannot be generalized on entire research in the area of social
entrepreneurship. Further, the extracted 178 papers published are only between the period of 2013 to
2015, which may not represent the thrust area of social entrepreneurship.
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ABSTRACT
This article discusses the emergence of the Indian diaspora and its support for Narendra
Modi. The articles traces the origin of the Indian diaspora, its emergence, recognition and
the nature of India-diaspora relations particularly over the last two decades. Since there is a
virtual absence of studies on Modi and diaspora, the studies attempts to fill that void. It
examines the diaspora's role in the rise of Narendra Modi to the position of Prime Minister
as well its role in India's development under Prime Minister Modi.
The study is original and seminal in that no study has focused on a diaspora and a specific
political leader. It is based largely on the authors' first hand experience (anecdotal
information and empirical evidence) with the diaspora and data collected from
questionnaire surveys or opinion polls.
The article discusses 'diaspora engagement' with Modi as well as the nature of the relations
between the diaspora. It makes the claim that the diaspora supported Modi because of the
failure of the Manmohan Singh government (2004-14) in managing the affairs of the country.
Several other contentions are made and questions are posed serving as a guide to how and
why the diaspora supports Modi.
This case study of Indian diaspora can throw light on the relationship between a diaspora
and the country of its origin and its leadership. The case study will help readers to
understand the vastness and diversity of the Indian diaspora and its relationship with India
as well as the role the diaspora can play in the rise of a political leader. It is hoped that this
study will inspire more empirical researches to provide greater understanding on the
dynamics of diaspora and its connection with motherland or ancestral land.
Keywords: : Diaspora, Migration, Development
INTRODUCTION
Migration and the settlement of ethnic Indians and people of other countries are a worldwide
phenomenon going back to the early colonial period. Millions of Indians were transported from India
by the British Raj and other European colonial empires during early 19th to the second decade of 20th
century to their colonies around the globe. After India gained independence in 1947, Indians
continued to migrate and settle down in various international destinations and the trend is ongoing.
Today, Indians from varied strata of society are found virtually in every country making an important
contribution to the development of their host countries. These overseas Indians who have retained
some kind of attachment to India constitute the diaspora. And they include construction workers,
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professionals, taxi drivers, business managers, CEOs, engineers, computer analysts, information
technology (IT) entrepreneurs, medics, media specialists and politicians (Lal: 2017; India Abroad:
2017; Safran: 1991 and 2009; Tinker: 1974).
The ethnic Indian diaspora is relatively large and resource rich. They are contributing enormously to
the development of their host societies and also assisting their home countries (Aguinas: 2009). Some
31 million Indians constitute the diaspora (Ministry of External Affairs Report 2018) whose market
power and resources have been tapped into for India's development. In fact, the diaspora has been
actively assisting India with her development over the last couple decades. And when Modi became
the Prime Ministerial candidate and Prime Minister (PM) in 2013/2014, the diaspora displayed
confidence in his leadership assuming more interest in India and committing to greater participation in
India's development projects. Indian diaspora (descendants of people from India living outside India
and non-resident Indians (born in India but living abroad) evinced enormous interest in politics back
in India and promoted Modi's candidature through 'digital seats' (Gamlen: 2019; Varadarajan: 2015;
Singh: 2014). 'Techies' from the diaspora and volunteers from various religious organizations of the
Indian also advanced Modi's candidacy for Prime Minister through the 'net' and social media. Many
among them descended on India to boost the electioneering of the nominee.
Given the size of the Indian diaspora, it is important to know where they are located, how they reached
there, their interests in and relationship with the Indian state as well as their activities towards and
impact on their homeland or the country of origin. It is worthwhile, therefore, to examine what is the
Indian diaspora and where is the diaspora found, and what is its capacity in terms of resources to aid
India. Given its support for Modi during the campaign for the 2014 general elections, it is valuable to
probe its economic commitment to augment India's development under Modi's governance
(Varadarajan: 2015). Praising the Indian diaspora's contributions, Prime Minister Narendra Modi
described them as the ambassadors of India who are making a mark all over the world during his recent
visit to Rwanda (Economic Times: 2018).
PURPOSE
Scholars on Indian diaspora tend to focus on recent post-WWII immigrant communities in North
America, Europe, Australia and New Zealand and their relationship with India. But contrary to what
these scholars think, the Indian diaspora was not established only following the post-WWII migration
and settlement of Indians abroad. The diaspora is much older beginning right after the end of slavery
in 1833. And since that time, the diaspora has retained a cultural, emotional, and kinship link with
Mother India in addition to contributing to its development through remittances, trade, purchasing
Indian goods, visiting India as tourists, discovering roots etc. (Cohen: 1997a).
One purpose of this article is to understand the origin of the Indian diaspora, its emergence,
recognition and the nature of India-diaspora relations particularly over the last two decades. Another
purpose of this study is to discuss Modi-diaspora relations, the diaspora's role in the rise of Narendra
Modi to the position of Prime Minister as well its role in India's development under Prime Minister
Modi's rule.
This study is a response to requests by community leaders in the diaspora and by Indian politicians (in
India and the diaspora) and Indian community leaders for a write up on the history of the emergence of
the Indian diaspora as well as diaspora's interest in Modi highlighting why they have been so
supportive of him. Since there is a virtual absence of studies on Modi and diaspora, this is an attempt to
fill the void.
The article discusses 'diaspora engagement' between Modi and the diaspora as well as the nature of the
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relations between the diaspora and government of India following new policy initiatives over the last
two decades. This case study of Indian diaspora can throw light on the relationship between a diaspora
and the country of its origin and its leadership. There is no doubt that the case presented here will help
readers to understand how vast and diverse is the Indian diaspora and its relationship with India as well
as the role it can play in the rise of a political leader. It is hoped that this study will inspire more
empirical researches to provide greater understanding on the dynamics of diaspora and its connection
with motherland or ancestral land.
HYPOTHESES/ARGUMENTS
This paper explores the following hypotheses that take the form of arguments and statements and
are addressed in the form of questions:
1. It argues that the first phase of the Indian diaspora was a creation of the Girmitiya or indenture
system that was 'invented' and introduced by British colonial rulers – often called the British Raj - to
supply almost free labour to the colonies of the imperial powers after the abolition of slavery in 1833.
The indentured laborers (girmityas) And it posits that the second phase of the Indian diaspora
expanded rapidly in India's post independence period as Indian nationals went overseas to study and
or engage in business and trade and or contracted assignments (professional and manual labor) in
varied industries. They decided to settle down in many countries around the globe establishing the
diaspora.
2. The paper contends that the diaspora maintained their identity and connection with Mother India in
a variety of ways, not the least being sending remittances and assisting in the development (through
technology transfer, investment, lobbying host countries, purchasing NRI bonds, etc.) of their
motherland and ancestral homeland. But the diaspora became disappointed with the poor governance
of the United Progressive Alliance (UPA) administration (2004-14) under the then Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh and decided to take drastic measures to remove that regime from office.
3. The study also asserts that by early 2013, the diaspora had begun to gravitate towards Narendra
Modi who had established himself as an effective Chief Minister of Gujarat state. The diaspora felt
Narendra Modi was the leader who can govern India effectively. And the diaspora lobbied for the
nomination of Narendra Modi as the BJP Prime Ministerial candidate and supported the campaign
(2013-14) of Modi (the BJP and NDA) for Prime Minister, committing to assist India's development
should Modi be elected.
The arguments and assertions made in the above hypotheses are addressed through several questions
posed below. Each question is not answered separately as a sub-heading. Rather the questions serve as
a guide in addressing the several contentions in the hypotheses. The answers to these questions help to
bring clarity to the arguments in the hypotheses and title of the paper
QUESTIONS
When, how and why was the Indian diaspora established? How has the diaspora evolved over time?
And what has been the nature of the relations between the diaspora and India? Given that very close
Indian state-diaspora relations have existed for over two decades, how beneficial (to the diaspora and
to India) are existing policies? How do factors like nationality of the diaspora group and other
characteristics of the diaspora define and shape these policies? How do political parties, NGOs, and
the government interacts with the diaspora? And why is there a different level of interaction or
engagement with government)? Who or what are driving the engagement with the diaspora and
coming up with state policies – the state, political parties, state agencies, the diaspora, businesses or
non-government organizations or a combination of some or all of these? What is the role, if any, of
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non-state actors, organizations and NGOs in diaspora engagement? Why is there different treatment
by the Indian state of various communities within the diaspora? Why are some diasporic communities
(as in the developed countries) are more recognized and engagement nurtured while others are
neglected by the state? And why even within the developed countries there is different treatment
between the older diaspora (descendants of migrants pre-independence period) and the newer
diaspora (migrants and their descendants of post independence period). Since one of the hypotheses
argues that Narendra Modi owes his rise as Prime Minister to the Indian diaspora, what role did the
diaspora play in the emergence of Modi's as the BJP's Prime Ministerial candidate and in his electoral
victory? Why has the diaspora supported Modi? Why is the diaspora so attached and committed to
Modi? What were/are the expectations of the diaspora under Modi's rule? Have these expectations
been met? What is the view of the diaspora on Modi's governance since he became PM?
METHODOLOGY
Since it is a new topic with limited research materials to make arguments or draw conclusions about
Modi or substantiate or refute the hypotheses (arguments) made above, and with the study being
largely original, it necessarily relies on media reports, field research employing questionnaire
surveys, interviews, and interactions with members of the diaspora on India-diaspora relations as well
as on their views of Modi and his relations with the diaspora. Anecdotal and empirical evidences are
used to give clarity and substantiate the arguments. The study also utilizes primary and secondary
sources (commentaries on diaspora) to support arguments, and it relies heavily on the mass media
reports, primarily from the world wide web that are extensively cited to buttress claims. Since the title
traverses several subjects, the study is undertaken from a broad, multidisciplinary perspective
(history, economics, sociology, anthropology, political science, etc.). The arguments here are also
backed up by the academic lens and long experience of co-writer of the study, Dr. Bisram, a
community activist of the Indian diaspora, a pollster, and a journalist who traveled widely interacting
with and penning thousands of articles on the diaspora.
Considerable amount of empirical data has been collected over the last six years conducting field
studies among the diaspora in India and several other countries (of the diaspora) and obtaining their
views on Modi before he became the PM candidate, during the 2014 election campaign, and the views
on Modi's government. Data, thus collected, is analyzed and presented in commentary form to
facilitate better comprehension of the subject matter. The review of literature throws light on
important studies and reports already available on the subject to guide further research on India and
her diaspora.
ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE DIASPORA
Residing in distant lands from India, many members of the diaspora have succeeded spectacularly in
their chosen fields of endeavor and professions by dint of their single-minded dedication and hard
work to achieve objectives. Some have attained international acclaim like VS. Naipaul who won the
Nobel Prize in Literature, Sir Shridat S. Ramphal who became the Secretary General of the
Commonwealth, and Professor James Maraj, President of Commonwealth of Learning, Canada.
Politically, some diaspora Indians became Presidents, Prime Ministers, Governors General, Vice
President, Minister or Vice Minister of government far away from the land of their forefathers since
the early 1950s. Dr. Cheddi Jagan, for example, became founding father of the Guyanese nation and
Chief Minister (1953) and subsequently Premier of British Guiana (1957) and later Executive
President of Guyana (1992). Guyana was the first country where Indians migrated to the Americas and
Caribbean between 1838 and 1917 to rescue bankrupted British owned sugar plantations. Dr. Bharrat
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Jagdeo served as President between 1999 and 2011 of Guyana. Donald Ramotar succeeded him in
2011 thru 2015. Moses Nagamootoo became Prime Minister of Guyana May 2015 and continues to
serve in that position. Basdeo Panday served as Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago between 1995
and 2001. Kamla Persad Bissessar was Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago between 2010 and
2015. Indians also served as head of state or government in other countries like Fiji, New Zealand,
Singapore, and Surinam. Many Indians also served as Ministers (cabinet rank) or Vice Ministers
(Secretaries) and Permanent Secretaries of Ministries of governments or as Mayors of major cities of
several countries including South Africa, UK, US, Grenada, St. Lucia, Guadeloupe, Trinidad,
Guyana, Surinam, Malaysia and Singapore, among others. An Indian American led the US AID
agency. Indians served as Ambassadors of several countries including the US, Canada, Singapore,
Antigua, Guyana and at the United Nations (New York), UNESCO (Paris), UNOG (Geneva) and
other world organizations. An Indian (Sridath Ramphal from Guyana) served as Secretary General of
the British Commonwealth and an Indian as Assistant Secretary General (Albert Ramdin of Surinam)
of the Organization of American States (OAS). Also, diaspora Indians have held high ranks or
influential positions at international agencies, banks, multi-lateral lending institutions, and at major
corporations around the globe and almost all of these Indians have expressed pride in their heritage
and culture and also championed issues beneficial to India often meeting Indian government officials.
INDIA'S ENGAGEMENT WITH THE DIASPORA
India has had a somewhat mixed engagement with the diaspora. Initially, when the diaspora was
established with the introduction of indentured (girmitya) servitude, the relationship was deeply
connected and strong. Officials in charge of the government of India showed concern about the
welfare of the diaspora communities on the plantations in the colonies. There were several
commissions of inquiries into abuses of the girmitya laborers. But concern for the welfare of overseas
Indians waned after the indentureship ended in 1920. The relationship with India became quite
estranged post-independence (and rather problematic in recent decades) with succeeding government
showing less interest until a reversal in the 1990s. The independent government under Nehru told the
diaspora there was not much India could do for them and advised they become immersed in the affairs
of host countries.
As it was, India's engagement with the diaspora dates back to almost two hundred years (after 1828)
when Indians were first sent abroad as contracted indentured laborers, first to Reunion Island in the
Indian Ocean and then to Mauritius (1834) and Guyana (1838). The Indian government petitioned
against widespread ill-treatment and abuse of indentured laborers. This resulted in a commission of
inquiry into abuses of the laborers. It was followed by marginal improvement in their conditions in the
colonies. But after the termination of indentureship in 1920, there was waning interest in the
indentured laborers settled in the colonies as the Indian nationalists were more focused on self-rule
and freedom. After independence in August 1947, Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru told the diaspora
to become full-fledged citizens (came to be known as the Nehruvian doctrine) of their host societies
and to fend for themselves although India did advocate for the independence of colonies (some with
large numbers of Indians like Trinidad, Guyana, Surinam, Jamaica, etc.). Independent India did not
attach much seriousness to the engagement with the diaspora until some three or four decades after
independence (1947). And even so, at that time (1970s and 1980s) the engagement with the original
diaspora was not with the same level of intensity with which it engaged its newer post-independence
(NRI) diaspora. Also, India's engagement with the diaspora during the 1960s to 1980s was not as
strong or as intense as the interaction with the diaspora from the late 1990s onwards. The Indian
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government, over the last twenty years, is far more engaged and committed to the Indian diaspora
institutionalizing much more benefits than earlier governments and seeking investments. Early Indian
governments were more interested in remittances being sent to India with hardly any attention paid to
the welfare of the diaspora or in seeking their talent, skills and resources to help with India's
development. In fact, after independence, India's interest in the diaspora waned but was never
discontinued and cultural contacts became more institutionalized unlike the relations of several other
nations and their diaspora; African countries, for example, hardly bothered with their diaspora not
viewing them as economic assets to help with developmental objectives. India was among the earliest
'nations', going back to the mid-1800s, to show an interest in the welfare of its diaspora when all others
had not even bothered to inquire about the welfare of their people who were transplanted into other
societies as regular migrants or as slaves or indentured laborers.
India's engagement with the diaspora has had a long history with India inquiring into the welfare
of its diaspora since the time of Indian indentureship and the settlement of Indians abroad (Ramsarran:
2008; Mohabir: 2005). Indian indentureship began in 1828 when Indian workers were bonded into
semi-slavery status, replacing freed slaves, to work on agro plantations in the Caribbean, Pacific and
Indian Ocean areas and in Africa where they helped in building railroads, engaging in food production
and other infrastructure (Samaroo: 1987). Indian officials (Rajahs or kings and other Princely
chieftains or rulers as well as other national leaders), including the British administrators, monitored
the transportation, working and living conditions of the indentured Indian laborers. They were often at
odds with British government officials and or the contracted party (plantation owners where the
laborers were bonded) over widespread abuses of the workers and failure to honor agreements
(indentured contracts). There were objections to indentureship and commissions of inquiry followed
by official reports on abuses of indentured workers and protests by Indian nationalist leaders against
the abuses. These were followed by temporary bans on recruitment and export of indentured laborers
until assurance was given on improvement of conditions of the laborers (Mohabir: 2005). And when
self-government was granted in India, Indian leaders (Indian National Congress) took an active
interest and sought an end to the ill treatment of the indentured laborers as well as this inhumane form
of labor. It was noted that there were widespread systematic abuses of the contracted laborers from
the stage of their recruitment to shipping of the laborers to the plantations to their working conditions
on the plantations and their settlement after completing their indentured servitude. There were several
reports not dissimilar from the revolts of slaves during the period of slavery. Indentureship was finally
terminated (in 1917) amidst protests from the Indian National Congress leaders against the ongoing
abuses of the laborers. After Indian indentureship ended (March 1917) and after India obtained its
independence (1947), the Indian government has continued to maintain an interest in the Indian
communities (descendants of indentured laborers) though not with the same intensity as during the
indentured years -- and offering scholarships to study in India and cultural centers in selected
countries train local people in music, dance and Hindi.
Indian cultural centers were established by the Indian government in several countries like Guyana,
Trinidad, Fiji, Surinam, Mauritius, South Africa, etc. India offered many scholarships to overseas
Indians and access to many others willing to pay to study at universities in India. There were many
cultural exchanges with India sending Hindi, music, and dance teachers to host countries to promote
culture. But relationship between the two sides slackened off after independence when Prime Minister
Nehru told the overseas Indians to “fend for themselves” although India did provide cultural and
educational assistance to the diaspora. Nehru's position disappointed the diaspora.
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That statement of Nehru would lead to the abuse of Indians in several societies like Guyana, Fiji,
Trinidad, Surinam, etc., because it was (mis) interpreted by racist oppressive rulers like the fascist
Forbes Burnham of Guyana that India would not respond to physical abuse of Indians the suppression
of their human rights abroad. And indeed, Indians were victimized and brutalized in several countries
not the least being Guyana and Fiji. The Indian communities in Guyana and Fiji appealed to India
during the 1970s through 1990s for assistance against human rights violations but to no avail.
Nevertheless, Indians in these countries had continued to hold out hope that one day India would stand
up for them and speak out against their rights violations. Their loyalty and emotional attachment to
India deserve no less. And indeed the BJP government from 1998 through 2004 did pay attention to
Indians living in the so-called indentureship or girmitya countries and pursued policies beneficial to
the diaspora. In fact, Vajpayee used to meet Indo-Caribbean people long before he became PM. Prime
Minister Vajpayee (2000) vociferously condemned the coup against the Mahendra Chaudhry
government in Fiji and called for the restoration of democracy.
Continuing from where Vajpayee left off when the BJP was in office, the Modi administration (2014 to
2019) immediately took steps to boost its relationship with the diaspora. And Modi himself did right
soon after he became the P.M addressing the persecution of Indians in some countries. He said India
would not stand by and allow abuses against Indians that not too long ago too place in places like Fiji
and Guyana. Had Nehru or his daughter Indira Gandhi or Manmohan Singh or the other political
leaders come out against the persecution of Indians early on, and send a strong message against the
oppressors, the abuses Indians (in Fiji, Guyana, Surinam, etc.) suffered abroad would have been
lessened if not avoided altogether.
Although India did not effectively stand up for its diaspora abroad post independence, the descendants
of the indentured laborers in the various corners of the globe have continued their abiding interest in
India that their fore-parents displayed, going back some 175 years after their ancestors crossed the
kala pani (black water) that many felt polluted Indians and broke the bond with Bharat. This abiding
interest in India shows the intense love and emotional bond that members of the diaspora have had
with their ancestral homeland – matri bhoomi or what many refer to as their nanni or par nanni.
Trinidad and Tobago Prime Minister Kamla Persad Bissessar in September 1999, then a M.P, at a
speech in New York to a GOPIO gathering, referred to India as the diapora's “nanni” (grandmother).
And while the diaspora has had this deep love for their matri bhoomi, India had not taken full
advantage of exploiting the relationship for itself or for mutual benefits to the diaspora and their home
countries until recently. India largely ignored her diaspora seeing it only as a source of remittances for
relatives and friends in India. It is pointed out by members of the diaspora that the Indian government
has not maximized its benefits, as a source of investment or modern technology, from her diaspora like
other countries towards their diaspora. For example, while China and other countries have actively
courted their diaspora for development funds and technology and for boosting trade with those
countries where the Chinese diaspora is settled, India largely ignored the developmental potential of
its diaspora under successive Congress administrations that dominated governance in India since
1947. In particular, it is noted that the Irish and Israeli governments actively courted their diaspora,
especially those in the US, for military and economic development and investment funds or to
influence immigration policies that would benefit their countries. Also, China and Israel, as examples
for illustration, were never shy to speak up on behalf of their diaspora against atrocities and to come to
their defense whenever they were mistreated; not surprisingly, host countries of Chinese immigrants
took deterrent actions against abuses of overseas Chinese communities fearing the consequences of
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the response of a strong, energetic, buoyant, nationalistic China. The Indian government, on the other
hand, has been lukewarm towards its diaspora and avoided strong statements or muscular responses to
abuses of overseas Indians, for fear of offending host governments (based on an outdated principle on
non-interference in sovereign states), whenever the rights of overseas Indians were violated. Take,
for example, when Indians in Guyana were persecuted by a minority-ruled apartheid like government
during the period between 1965 and 1992, India under Congress Party rule was silent. Thus, the Indian
diaspora in places like Guyana and to a large extent in Fiji were made to pay for the sins of the
Congress Party that ignored and neglected them for so long. The diaspora was made to suffer years of
physical and mental abuses and insults in other countries when a simple complaint or a threat of
intervention from India or raising the issue at international forums could have ended the abuses. Also,
it is noted that because of the alienation between India and her diaspora, during the early years after
independence, India was deprived of critical development funds from wealth that the diaspora
acquired and controlled and that was invested in host or other countries – funds that could have been
invested in India for her development (Kapur: 2010, Varadarajan: 2015).
INDIAN IDENTITY, PATRIOTISM TOWARDS INDIA & DEVELOPMENT
Although they are not directly from (born in) India, Indians in the diaspora regardless of nationalities
like Guyanese, Trinidadian, Surinamese, etc., are very patriotic or ethno nationalistic towards India
and has been an asset to their former home (ancestral) country. In the diaspora, they have been and are
viewed or labeled as ethnic Indians and as coming from India even though they may be from some
other country and are fourth or fifth or sixth generation as is the case of those who come from or live in
Fiji, Mauritius, Guyana, Trinidad, etc., and or migrated from there to other countries. Indians (even
Pakistanis, Bangladeshis, Nepali, Maldivians, etc.) regardless of nationality (Guyanese, Trinis,
Jamaicans, Fijians, etc.) cannot escape their ethnic identity and are so defined and labeled by others.
Because of their identity, they are reviled or exalted and skills (especially in technology) highly
prized; they are very often targeted for hate crime and or praised for their varied contributions to the
society where they have settled. Their culture is extolled by others. American politicians, for example,
routinely praised Indian Americans and Indo-Caribbean Americans for their work ethic and
immeasurable contributions to American society in all fields of endeavor and for their ancient
civilization. Non-Indians in America lump all people of Indian descent (regardless of country of birth)
as under one category (Indian American or Indians); even the US census identifies all persons of
Indian ancestry (regardless of place of birth) under one category – Asian Indians (Mishra: 2002;
Marina: 1996).
Indians in host countries, even those who are descendants of indentured laborers in Fiji, Trinidad,
Guyana, Surinam, etc. and also those who further migrated to USA, Canada, UK, Holland, etc. have
displayed nationalistic pride in their ethnic ancestral identity, continuing the strong emotions of their
indentured ancestors. The indentured or girmitya diaspora has continued the tradition of their
pioneering ancestors in the host countries organizing and participating in India related activities. The
diaspora has celebrated their ethnic cultural and religious festivals in addition to saluting the Indian
flag and national days (Republic Day and India Independence Day) while also celebrating the national
days (like July 4 in the USA or May 26 as related to Guyana's independence) of their adopted host
nations. They also have been attending meetings and events on or about India and are very supportive
of issues pertaining to their ancestral or former homeland joining pro-India rallies and marches and
lobbying for policies to benefit Mother India (Wei: 2006; Vertovec: 2003; Knerr: 1996).
It is indisputable that the Indian diaspora is very patriotic towards their ancestral homeland and they
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have made immeasurable contributions to their ancestral homeland by sending hundreds of billions of
(US) dollars in remittances over the last several decades, lobbying on its behalf, investing in India,
visiting India as tourists and discovering their roots, engaging in philanthropy, funding various
charitable projects, and generally advocating on behalf of India. Even though they are emotionally
attached to Mother India and also have been sending back huge remittances to and or investing in their
ancestral country over many decades, it is only over the last three decades that India showed a
meaningful interest in the diaspora, and she began actively courting the diaspora as a source of
investment and for their technical skills. Around 1990, for example, India floated bonds in the US for
capital investment; many Indians purchased bonds (and or opened NRI Citibank accounts in the US
with the funds deposited in India). The proceeds of the bonds and NRI deposits were used for capital
structures in the ancestral homeland. Ditto in the late 1990s when the US sanctioned India (blocking
loans from international lending institutions) for testing nuclear weapons – the diaspora purchased
Indian development bonds. Indian leaders, when visiting the US, Canada, and UK, appealed to the
diaspora to lend a helping hand in the development of their ancestral homeland.
Also, during the early 1990s, Indian leaders courted resourceful overseas-based Indian businessmen
(members of the diaspora) for investment in the mother country. Prior to that, the diaspora was
primarily valued for its financial remittances and for efforts at influencing the policies of Washington
and London that would be favorable towards New Delhi especially as related to US arming of
Pakistan (following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979). India appealed to the diaspora to
lobby their home governments to pressure Pakistan to stop training Islamic terrorists who foment
instability across the border in India. The Indian diaspora lobbied the UK and American governments
during the 1980s to limit the arming of a then military governed Pakistan that was known for its
hostility towards India and for use US/UK arms against India.
The diaspora's investment in and lobbying for India from their overseas locations were done because
of their emotional attachment and kinship ties to mother India. The Indian diaspora, especially where
they have large communities, have retained their emotional, cultural and spiritual links with the
country of their origin. India felt that the strong tie with India by the diaspora would be a valuable asset
in its developmental objectives especially that they control large amounts of wealth (savings) abroad
that can be invested in India. In addition, the diaspora possesses a solid source of expertise in so many
scientific and technical fields as well as on the politics of countries they have lived in for decades. And
they have acquired professional expertise that could be transferred to India and large amounts of
wealth through their business acumen that could be invested in India for a higher rate of return than in
their countries of domicile. India was starved of capital resources to finance development projects.
With emotional and cultural ties to India, the Indian government felt it could tap into the resources capital, knowledge and skills, political connection, etc. - of the diaspora to advance India's
development.
It did not go unnoticed to India that China had been courting her large diaspora since the early 1980s as
it moved away from a socialist to a bourgeois economy. In so doing, China was attracting tens of
billions of dollars in investment annually since the mid-1980s that allowed it to have the fastest
growth rate of almost ten percent annually for some two decades, and in so doing has become the
second largest economy (Smart: 2006). India felt it could similarly benefit from her large diaspora
spread across several countries. Diaspora was now seen as a development resource and India slowly
began to see her diaspora as potential investors and funding resource of infrastructure projects in India
to transform her moribund socialist economy. Beginning in the late 1980s, India began to change her
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position with regards to how she had seen her diaspora – from previously as senders of remittances or
as a burden that was seeking India's attention to now being resource, potential developers and
promoters of a modern India.
There is no doubt that the huge Indian diaspora is an asset not only to the countries where they reside
but to India as well. The Indian diaspora's enormous wealth and status in the domiciled countries,
positions in government, educational achievements, technical skills, manpower, presence in
professions, and political lobbying power are all assets that can transform any economy and indeed the
diaspora has added to the wealth of the countries where they are domiciled. And the Indian
government has recognized the potential of the diaspora in helping India with her developmental
goals as well as the development of their own host countries. India began to engage and court the
diaspora for mutual benefit.
Although they are of different nationalities, the diaspora has one thing in common – their ethnic and
cultural identity tracing their origin to and pride in Mother India – and embracing Indian cultural
values such as dance, music, song, food habits, etc.. Overseas Indians are proud of their origin not
different from how overseas Italians or overseas Irish or other overseas ethnic communities are proud
of their ancestral homeland. And as other groups do in the US or Canada, for example, diaspora
Indians publicly display their patriotism towards their ancestral homeland celebrating national days
and festivals with various cultural events. This love for India, ethnic pride and nationalism is of
interest to the Indian government. The government of India has recognized the diaspora's potential in
helping India with her developmental goals because of their enormous wealth, status in the domiciled
countries and their educational and governmental achievements. Whenever Indian Prime Ministers or
Presidents visited the diaspora, especially in America, Britain, and Canada (so called ABC countries),
they interacted with the diaspora. Morarji Desai, Indira Gandhi, Atal Behari Vajpaye, Rajiv Gandhi,
P.V Narasimha Rao, Manmohan Singh, Narendra Modi interfaced with the diaspora in America. But
no Prime Minister or Indian political leader met with and engaged diaspora communities the way
Modi did in every country that he visited and in some instances multiple times (as in the USA). In so
doing, he has raised India's global profile.
Investment by Diaspora & Addressing Ethnic Problems Facing Diaspora
India needs investment resources from her diaspora, which faces security issues in some host
countries, particularly in the third world. The two sides can collaborate to help each other – the
diaspora providng critical investment funds and technical resources while India provides protection
cover to the diaspora. With a nationalist Modi's election as PM, the scene was ideally set for an
improvement of India-diaspora relations, for the two sides to come closer, and for India-diaspora
relations to realize its full potential. In 2014, when he became the PM, both sides wanted an
improvement in relations. The diaspora can help Modi to achieve several of the goals he set. Modi
needed the resources and contacts of the diaspora to propel development and boost India's national
security. And the diaspora needed India's attention for its own security. People in India has also wanted
to get closer to the diaspora from which they have benefited enormously in terms of remittances and
philanthropic activities. More and more Indians from the original diaspora or descendants of
girmityas have been tracing and discovering their roots and connecting with distant relatives. These
relatives and the districts where they reside have been receiving substantial handouts to help improve
their lives and communities (libraries, water wells, etc.). For example, Dr. Bisram has re-connected
with several of his family roots, and he has been financially supporting them as well as other nonrelatives in the village in annual visits over the last several years. Others who trace their roots have
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built libraries and schools and dug water wells in the outlying villages. In conversations with Dr.
Bisram, the villagers stated they support diaspora connection and feel relations should be
strengthened. They want the Indian government to play a greater role in connecting more of the
diaspora with their ancestral relatives. The government of India as well as the Uttar Pradesh
government has 'Tracing Roots” department. These should be further entrenched and advertised in the
diaspora to be accessed by the diaspora. If roots are traced and families are reconnected, enormous
benefits would accrue to the villages and to India in general through tourist visits to the country by
members of the diaspora. Their visits would result in their spending large amounts of hard currency.
The 'Tracing Roots' wings of the governments need revamping and become trustworthy. The program
has not been functioning effectively because of bureaucratic red tape and limited funding.
Bureaucrats have not been helpful to the diaspora that gets the run around with the paucity of interest
shown in the diaspora and limited assistance given by bureaucrats to find one's roots. The whole
program needs to be revamped with the government; the diaspora should be consulted on how to make
it more effective.
During the campaign, Modi spoke of significantly improving healthcare and building schools. He can
tap into the resources as well as the expertise of Indian medical personnel in the West, especially in
North America, Canada and U.K. And after he became the P.M, according to a PTI report (June 12,
2014) of a speech congratulating a new batch of Indian Foreign Service probationers on their selection
as what he described as "representatives of India to the world", Modi instructed them “to reflect the
essence of India's image and self-esteem as they take up their assignments across the world”. Modi
asked them to be well acquainted with India's history and its historical links with various countries of
the world. He urged them to focus on expansion of trade and commerce by their host countries with
India as well as technology transfer to facilitate India's development. He also stated that the foreign
service staff should motivate the Indian diaspora to take pride in India. He exhorted the officertrainees to become "catalytic agents to convey the strengths of India to the world, so that mutually
beneficial exchanges can take place." But engagement with diaspora it should not be a one-way
relationship. The diaspora and the countries where they live should also be beneficiaries of trade,
partnership, security treaties, etc. so that the relationship can be sustained.
India can help the developing countries where the diaspora is settled with their development issues.
For example, she can contribute to health care, education, agriculture, and other aspects of
development in the poor developing countries especially those with a significant diaspora presence.
Also, Indian companies, with encouragement and investment insurance (security of investments)
from the Indian government, could invest in the developing countries to make a significant
contribution to the growth and development of those poorer countries like Guyana, Trinidad, Jamaica,
Fiji, Surinam, Uganda, Kenya, Mauritius, Seychelles, Madagascar, among others. One writer
criticizes the Indian government for seeing its diaspora only in terms of investment in India and not
taking measures that make the diaspora feel valued as members of the greater Indian nation. He added:
“Should we consider them milching cows only?” Their concerns and issues should also be addressed.
As the writer pointed out, the Indian government should follow the model of the Chinese government
that shows close interest in its diaspora. It is noted that whenever the Chinese diaspora faces any issue
in any part of the world, they get unconditional support from the Chinese Government that flexes its
muscles, issues threats, and uses its economic power against those who ill-treat Chinese. When
Chinese in Malaysia were ill-treated, the Chinese government spoke out with the result that Malays
dare not attack Chinese as China made it clear it would not put up with abuse of her diaspora; instead
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Indians have been the victims of ethnic violence. Although Indians have been a part of Malay society
for over 125 years, they still face serious racial discrimination. Hindu temples are routinely targeted
and destroyed. The Indian Malaysians expect that like the Chinese Government did for Chinese
Malaysians, the Indian Government would take up their issues of ethnic discrimination with the
Malaysian Government and seek some kind of sanctions and or compensation to put an end to ethnic
abuses. But the Indian government did not respond effectively. Today Indians in Malaysia are left
behind in education and are backward economically at the bottom of the social and economic pyramid
compared to their brethren in the US, UK, Singapore, and Canada. In Guyana, too, Indians were
persecuted and left behind economically and politically by a thuggish racist regime that governed
illegally for 28 years (1964-92). It was only after the restoration of democracy in 1992 that Indians
have started to make economic strides once again in Guyana after their properties seized. There are
renewed threats to their presence in Guyana. In another case of diaspora persecution, Indian workers
in various Gulf countries face issues of denial of salaries and work place abuses in violation of
international conventions (ILO agreements, etc.) pertaining to foreign workers. As reports point out,
members of the Indian diaspora as well as other foreigners have worked in extremely treacherous
conditions in host countries with very little time for rest and relaxation; their labor borders on
indentured servitude. And they are often paid below minimum wages with no institutions to address
their grievances and complaints or to receive due salaries when denied to them. When they
complained, they are seen as troublemakers, framed on charges and deported without their salaries. At
the PBDs, the P.M and Ministers promised to look into their complaints and it became an annual ritual.
After the PBD conference, when everyone returned to their home destination, the Prime Minister and
the government pushed the matters under the carpet.
As another example, it is pointed out that during the 1970s in Uganda, inhuman Idi Amin, the maneating dictator, expelled the Indian community out of his country even though they were citizens, and
they had built the economy brick by brick. He took away their money and property and told them to
start swimming. Although India was then the undisputed leader of the Non-Aligned Movement, it
failed to protect the rights of Indians. Virtually none of the NAM countries came out to support India
in its international effort to rescue the Indians who were trapped and oppressed in Uganda by the
cannibalistic dictator. No third world country where large numbers of Indians are settled like Guyana
(itself a fascist dictatorship under another mad man ruler between 1966 and 1992), Surinam or
Trinidad or Jamaica or Fiji supported the hapless Indian victims.
It was the so-called “White” countries – UK, America, Canada – offered refugee status to the
persecuted Indians of Uganda, Guyana, Surinam, Fiji, etc. The Mayor of New York City appealed to
the Indians to come and settle in his city. The expelled Ugandan Indians settled in different places
including Hong Kong, London and other cities in UK, San Francisco, New York, and Edison (New
Jersey), among others; those places prospered and Uganda moved from being a relatively prosperous
country to a basket case. It is also pointed out by members of the diaspora that when anti-Indian
racists in Fiji toppled an Indian led government in 1987 and again in 1999, virtually no third world
country condemned the Fijian military and or came to the assistance of Indians or offered comfort to
those who were raped, robbed, physically brutalized, and or murdered.
It was the “White” countries of Australia, New Zealand, UK, and America that condemned the racists
for the coups and provided some hope for safety for the Indians. Also, no Caribbean or Third World
country condemned the racist dictatorship in Guyana for the persistent violation of the rights of
Indians and the establishment of a de facto apartheid like state denying Indians the right to vote, their
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cultural diet, and freedom to worship, among other violations. In post-colonial order, it was and still is
the White states that show respect for human rights and that protect democratic rights. Indians have
been victims in racially polarized non-white states. It is in India's and the diaspora's interest to build
alliances with the governments of developed “White” countries on physical security issues and to
protect the rights of members of the diaspora especially in those countrie where historically they have
been victims of racial abuses particularly in Guyana and Fiji.
Third world nations, especially those that have had a history of abusing Indians and the principles of
democracy and are known to rig elections, cannot be counted upon as allies of India or help defend
India at international forums. They are not reliable partners to help India achieve its national security
or great power goals and to combat persecution of the diaspora. Most third world leaders take a racist
anti-Indian position at international forums and as such cannot be counted upon to support India on
global matters. The developed nations are more reliable partners to help India achieve its national
security objectives and serve as an umbrella to protect or rescue Indians in the diaspora if attacked by
racists. India has to build up its self-confidence and a strong military power for offensive and
defensive purposes and form alliances with principled western nations to defend her interests as well
as those of her diaspora similar to the Chinese, the Americans, British, Russians, etc. When the rights
of diaspora are/were violated or its citizens were victimized, the powerful countries like America, UK,
Canada, China, Australia, Russia, etc. speak out vehemently and hold the accused nations accountable
sending warnings and or imposing sanctions and when necessary employ military forces. These
countries project their military ability to protect and defend the rights of their people (diaspora) in
other countries. America dropped bombs on Libya, Iraq, Iran, Syria, etc. when its citizens were
assaulted or threatened sending a strong message that there would be serious consequences for attacks
on Americans.
India must do likewise – engage in military or other forms of intervention to protect the rights of
citizens in undemocratic societies of the third world. Third world countries are fearful of India's
reaction using force against them. India should be willing and prepared to use force to protect
democracy and human rights especially when Indians are the victims as was clearly the case in
Guyana, Fiji, Uganda, etc. A military mighty India should never have allowed the abuses in places like
Fiji, Guyana, Uganda under Idi Amin, etc. of her diaspora to go unpunished without a strong military
response. Had India sent such a powerful message, racists would have not attacked Indians. The
institutionalized and systematic abuses of the diaspora, like what took place in Guyana, Uganda, and
Fiji, should have been nipped in the bud. Had India acted, abuses would not have been repeated in
other countries where Indians were/are being oppressed. The human rights of the Indians would have
remained in tact and the Indians would have been free to carry out their daily routines.
As commentators have pointed out, India has become a major economic and military power over the
last twenty five years and command enormous respect from the major developed countries, most of
which would want to build partnerships and alliances with India against other nations that pose a
threat to their own security. The developed countries want to grow their economy by trading with or
entering into a business or trade treaty with India. The US, Japan, South Korea, Australia and other
countries are keen to trade with India as well as to partner on geo-strategic security issues. Such trade
and security alliances should be considered where India's national interests are enhanced. These
countries would help India as an ally on matters pertaining to her diaspora. Having a powerful nation
as an ally would provide India with confidence to take on global bullies. India should not allow itself
to be pushed around by third world racist rulers (in Fiji, Guyana, and elsewhere) and should project its
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power as the US, UK, Russia, China, and France does pertaining to their national security matters and
offer protective custody to her diasporas whose rights have been violated. The major powers of the
world speak out when the safety and security of their nationals or diasporas are threatened. India can
also team up with these powerful nations to discipline violators of human rights. India should have
acted decisively when the lives of her nationals were threatened in Iraq a few years ago.
Several Indian workers were trapped in Iraq where Islamists declared an Islamic state forcing
everyone to convert to its new state religion or be executed. India should have sent a clear
unambiguous message to the rulers of that self-declared Islamic state that if any Indian were harmed,
the rulers would be held accountable. America, China, France, Britain sent similar messages when the
safety of their nationals was threatened. The workers were kept for a while and executed. India should
have teamed up with other powerful countries and bomb the leadership of Islamic State as the US and
Russia did when Russian and American troops were murdered. India must act and behave like a
responsible global power not fearful of weaker nations or terrorists. She must emulate other powerful
countries if it is to be respected or taken seriously by the global community. It is most fitting and
appropriate for the Indian government to take a proactive attitude with respect to the violations of the
rights of overseas Indians in developing nations like Fiji and Guyana. India took the lead in fighting
against apartheid rule in South Africa committing tens of millions of dollars to African liberation
fighters and providing large amounts of military equipment to them. India also took the lead at
international forums calling for sanctions against the White South African government and its
international isolation. But India was virtually silent on apartheid rule in Guyana and Fiji where
Indians were persecuted. India did not call for sanctions against or isolation of the racist Forbes
Burnham and Sitiveni Rabuka dictatorships. India should project her military power in areas where
the diaspora is settled and make plans, with the major powers (like the US, UK, Australia, etc.) if
necessary, to patrol global waters to protect the interests of Indians. India must not allow another Idi
Amin or Forbes Burnham or Sitiveni Rabuka or George Speight (Fiji) or some other tyrant to get away
with persecuting Indians or rigging elections preventing members of the diaspora from exercising a
right to elect a government of their choice. The US has intervened in Venezuela and other countries to
protect democracy and secure the interests of Americans. China did the same in several African and
Asian countries and in Sri Lanka. There is no reason why India cannot similarly intervene in Guyana
or some other country to defend democracy and protect the rights and economic interests of the
diaspora.
With regards to diaspora relations, Modi should make as a top priority for engagements those
countries with a diaspora that provide India with maximum economic and strategic opportunities.
India is the sixth largest economy in the world and set to become the fourth largest economy end of the
decade. (World Bank Report: 2017). India should also consider working cooperatively with the
United States and other Western countries especially with regards to security matters in the greater
Caribbean and Indian Ocean area in combating drug trafficking and piracy against shipping and in
containing those with any design over the area or are known to physically assault people of Indian
origin. Also, the Indian government should not focus almost exclusively on the more recent wave of
the diaspora that is settled in the developed countries. India should look to court diaspora in
developing third world countries that are resource rich that India may need for development. China,
for example, has been courting third world countries to secure long-term access to natural resources
and ports of call and providing capital and protection to Chinese to settle in other countries. Hundreds
of thousands of Chinese nationals have recently settled in Latin America, the Caribbean and Africa. To
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strengthen the presence and furthering engagement with the old diaspora, India should consider
providing resources to her diaspora that has had a long presence in the Caribbean, Africa and Latin
America. This will yield long term benefits to India in terms of trade and business and access to natural
resources to fuel industries in India. While the recent Indian migrants to the developed countries may
be flush with funds to invest in India, the older wave of migrant laborers - the PIO diaspora settled in
far away West Indies, South Africa, Fiji, Mauritius, Reunion, etc.- has retained their cultural bonding
with India while the newer diaspora is gradually shedding that cultural link. The older indentured
diasporas are more reliable partners of India because their attachment is heart driven. Their
connection to India is organic and not driven by money or profitability. They deserve credit for
maintaining a Little India in their new homeland and for spreading India's soft power - culture, yoga,
spirituality, religion, Bollywood, arts, etc.- to interest people to learn about and support international
issues beneficial to India. The promotion of Indian culture and “soft power” also help to promote
tourism to India.
The more recent wave of the diaspora (NRI immigrants to the West and their children) tends to forget
their culture shedding things Indian about them while the older diaspora is neglected. Also, the Indians
in Malaysia, Mauritius, and Singapore, which are geographically closer to India in distance than those
in Fiji and the West Indies, tend to get a lot more of attention from India. But the more distant located
diaspora in the Caribbean and Pacific tend to be neglected. The relationship with the first wave of
diaspora should be strengthened. There must be deeper engagement and connectivity with the
diaspora that emerged from descendants of indentured workers in Fiji, South Africa, Reunion, and the
West Indies (Guyana, Trinidad, Surinam, Jamaica, Guadeloupe, Martinique, French Guiana,
Grenada, Dominica, St. Lucia, Belize, among others), and other territories physically very far away
from Bharatdesh. Because of distance from India and the long period of time that the first set of
immigrants physically broke from India, some 190 years ago, reconnection is important. There needs
to be improved contact through more intensive political and diplomatic relations and regular
programs to allow the diaspora to institutionalize their cultural presence in those countries. The
indentured diaspora still maintains aspects of culture and retain memories of India as related (passed
on orally) to them by their pioneering ancestors, but the bond is gradually weakening through
westernization, absence of kinship ties lost through lack of communication over time, failure to
establish roots, and culturally genocidal policies of the local government. The Indian government
should consider providing direct assistance to these communities as well as visiting and meeting the
communities to cement ties; this would strengthen bonding with India and enhance cultural retention.
An effort has been made by the last few High Commissioners to Trinidad and Tobago to more deeply
engage the descendants of the indentured laborers (girmitya diaspora) with great success. This has led
to increased connectivity with India with many groups of individuals visiting India on religious
pilgrimage, sightseeing, shopping, business, tracing their toots, experiencing PBDs, engaging in
philanthropy, among other reasons. The model used by the High Commission of T&T to engage IndoTrinidadians should be replicated in other countries.
As argued, India has to take up issues of concern to the diaspora as well as effect policies that benefit
both India and the diaspora. India will do well to focus on broad issues pertaining to trade, investment,
energy, health care, education, tourism, security and other strategic issues. As people in the diaspora
said, the Indian government must break from non-progressive practices that hurt people in the
diaspora and pursue policies that would encourage and facilitate the diaspora in development of the
home country. This can be done with policies that allow a reasonable return on their risky investments.
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Such policies would result in support from the diaspora to fund his development plans or direct
investment. The diaspora feels, thus far, Modi has offered to India an energetic politics that would
wake up the masses making them feel powerful that they are part of the government. The diaspora
embraces some of Modi's ideas in new cities and energy. They view as very inventive and visionary
the ideas of constructing one hundred modern mini cyber cities and building bullet trains and they feel
such goals are achievable.
The diaspora views energy (power) generation as a key area that Modi needs to tackle since much of
Modi's ambitious plans on construction, trains and universities, depend on India being able to
generate more than adequate power to serve the manufacturing industry as well as schools and to light
up the tens of millions of homes across the country that is still without electrification. The diaspora can
contribute in this area with investment and technology (especially through lobbying with western
powers) to construct nuclear power plants and to assist with other forms of energy development; the
diaspora can even lobby poorer countries to grant licenses to Indian companies, as has been done for
Chinese companies, for oil and gas exploration in such countries such as Guyana, Trinidad, Surinam,
etc. where India has had influence through its developmental assistance programs. Indian companies
can team up with western partners. Hydrocarbon findings will guarantee adequate supplies to drive
India's national development. In fact, large reservoirs of oil and gas have been discovered off shore in
Guyana waters. The Chinese is partner in investment in oil drilling. India should seek to get contracts
for some of the oil and gas to fuel her development. The Indian diaspora in Guyana can play a
meaningful role in this objective. The government in India should increase its connectivity and
engagement with the diaspora in Guyana.
Getting closer to and increasing its engagement with the diaspora is in India's national interests.
Focusing on building partnerships with the diaspora community organizations and companies will
enable the Indian government to achieve both its domestic and foreign policy objectives. As foreign
policy analysts have pointed out, in the Indian foreign policy calculus, deepening ties with the
diaspora should be accorded a high priority to maximize dividends in the form of investments and in
getting the diaspora to lobby for India for free in major global capitals like Washington, London,
Ottawa, Paris and Bonn. The diaspora has a strong presence in the more developed countries like UK,
Canada, US, Holland, Australia, New Zealand, Singapore and Malaysia and a somewhat lesser (but
still influential) presence in France and Germany. There is also a very strong Indian presence in the
developing countries of Guyana, Trinidad, Surinam, Fiji, Mauritius, South Africa, Jamaica,
Seychelles, Uganda, Kenya, among others and India has been very generous to these countries with
developmental assistance. The diaspora can lobby, and in fact has been lobbying, for closer relations
between India and these countries for mutual benefits. The diaspora, especially in the wealthy
countries, is flush with funds and can be lured into investing in India in the kind of tech parks, cities,
power plants, hospitals, colleges, among other projects, that Modi has envisioned. These and other
projects will help to create high paying jobs for the swell of unemployed and underemployed as well
as those coming out of universities.
As several Indians in the diaspora stated in 2013-2014, during the heat of the election campaign, Modi
was the call of the time. The diaspora and voters wanted him to lead India. And the diaspora felt India
should give him a chance with a majority in parliament to govern the country effectively. The diaspora
felt Modi must be given the full five years term to prove himself as an effective ruler in transforming
India. And the voters handed him a clear majority of 282 of 543 seats. He set about right away to
reforming the economy and the bureaucracy to attract foreign investment particularly from the
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diaspora. The PM recognized the character of Indian voters and the diaspora that have displayed
limited patience to effect change and therefore Modi must move fast or lose support. After his maiden
foreign trip to Brazil in July 2014 and meeting the small Indian community there, Modi got his first
opportunity to meet the Indian diaspora in late September 2014 in Madison Garden that was attended
by almost 30K that included Indians from every nationality including Indo-Caribbeans, Indo-Fijians,
Indo-Malaysians, etc.. Modi recognized that if he were to win over the diaspora, and got them to invest
in their home country, then India's future under Modi would be bright – the economy would be
rebooted and India would take off like a rocket. Modi delivered a speech of his lifetime as though his
political future depended on it in wooing the diaspora. He also deliverd impressive speeches in other
countries he visited. The PM charmed the diaspora with a number of benefits including the
introduction of e-visas for those visiting India from America; this privilege was soon extended to other
countries. In the US, Modi appealed for investment and philanthropic contributions to transform India
and the Indian American diaspora was supportive. Similar rallies of the diaspora were held in the UK
at Wembley Stadium, Australia, Toronto, Paris, and other major cities where the PM visited.
Everywhere, the diaspora was enamored with Modi who succeeded in getting the diaspora to literally
eat from his hands and committed to contribute towards India's development with major
developmental investments and philanthropic grants. Modi's five years term has almost come to an
end. And it has been a good innings though the mission of transforming India has a long journey to go.
Much more needs to be done. Modi needs the diaspora to further transform India. Clearly, one term is
not enough to leave an institutionalized legacy of change especially in reforming the bureaucracy and
curtailing corruption in order to attract foreign investment. Modi needs support for a second term. And
almost everyone in the diaspora that supported Modi in 2013/14 has remained committed to
supporting him for another term. In a recent survey conducted by Dr. Bisram of 120 members of the
diaspora in New York, asked if they feel Modi should be given a second term to continue the reform he
started in India, 95% said yes. The diaspora feels that the other political choices in India are not viable
alternatives. And so the diaspora commits to supporting Modi for another term.
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ABSTRACT
Demonetization was good step taken by government of India to curb black money and
move economy towards cashless payment. Yet in Indian Economy cash is most reliable
payment mode. But after two years of demonetization people again shifted to cash
payment instead of cashless payment because of insecurity in online payment, cybercrime & data theft. The data clearly shows that there is increase in unemployment,
circulation of currency in the economy along with mobile payment due to this
demonetization. Almost all the old currencies have exchanged in this demonetization.
Keywords: : Demonetization, Cashless transaction, Black money
INTRODUCTION
Demonetization is the act of pulling out a currency unit of its status as legal tender. It happen where
there is change of national currency. In this, current notes are not legal tender and that old currency
will be replaced tender and that old currency will be replaced by new notes or currency. On 8th
November 2016, Government of India announced demonetization of old currency notes of Rs.500
and Rs.1000. The main aim of this Demonetization was to curb black money, create a path for digital
economy and cashless transaction.
HISTORY OF DEMONETIZATION IN INDIA
In India, there were two Demonetization take place before demonetization which took place in 2016.
First Demonetization taken place in year 1946, in which 1000 and 10000 rupees notes were removed
from circulation. But this demonetization did not affected laymen because such higher currency was
not accessible to the common people at that time. These currency notes were reintroduced in 1954
with an additional introduction of Rs.5000 notes.
Second Demonetization was done in 1978 when the prime minister was Morarji Desai. At that time
1000,5000 & 10000 rupees notes were removed from circulation. The main aim of this
demonetization was to curb black money generation in the country.
Third Demonetization was done in recently on 8th November 2016 in which 500 & 1000 rupees notes
were banned and new notes of this 500 & 2000 rupees introduced. The main aim of this
Demonetization was also to curb black money along with creating cashless economy.
Hence we can say that First Demonetization was done on pre independence era which did not affected
common men and The Second Demonetization was done to curb black money generation and The
Third one has two main objective – (a) To curb black money & (b) To Create Cashless economy.
AIM OF DEMONETIZATION
Following were main aims of Demonetization which took place in 2016 * PG Final Year Students Department of Economics, DAV PG College, Varanasi
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1.

2.

3.

To Curb Black Money – As we know that the main aim of Demonetization was to curb black
money. Black money is commonly stored in as a bundle of cash, usually in high
demonetization (Rs.500 and 1000), in the form of gold, real state or foreign exchange. By
removing the Rs.500 & 1000 notes from circulation the government aims to crack down on
black money stored in cash. Recent study had shown that India's black market economy is
Rs. 30 lakh crore or about 20% of total GDP, this is even bigger than this data. So now after
Demonetization black money holders are left with just two options – either route this money
through banks, declaring that as their income or let it remained as paper waste.
Create Cashless Economy – Another aim of Demonetization was that government wants to
make people rely more on cashless transactions and use of digital wallets and their
credit/debit cards for money transfer. Black money can only be truly unearthed when the
society as whole stops using cash and goes cashless and this is what the government hopes to
achieve by the step of demonetization.
Fake Currency & Terrorism –The revenue that terrorists generate from making and selling
fake currency is primarily used to fund terrorist operations against India.The government
expected the Demonetization move to hit hard on terrorism funding and hence establishing
law and order in the country.

IMPACT OF DEMONETIZATION AFTER TWO YEARS IN INDIAN ECONOMY
There are many changes occurred in Indian Economy after Demonetizationwhich is seen as impact of
Demonetization which are as follows :
1. GDP Growth Estimates – Following are the data sets that shows the GDP growth of Indian
Economy which is estimated after two years of Demonetization. According to International
Monetary Fund, GDP growth rate decreased from7.6% to 6.6% in 2016-17 and from 7.6% to
7.2% in 2017-18.World Bank's data also shows that GDP growth decreased from 7.6% to
7.0% in 2016-17 & from 7.7% to 7.6% in 2017-18. According to Economic Survey of India
GDP percent decreased from 7.0% to 6.75% in 2016-17 and increased from 6.75% to 7.5% in
year 2017-18. After two years of Demonetization there is decrease in GDP growth estimate
because Demonetization fail to maintain the GDP growth rate in the economy.
TABLE:1 – GDP Growth Estimates by various Agencies
(Year on Year in Percent)

SOURCE: Macro Economic Impact of Demonetization –A Preliminary Assessment,RBI,pp.49
2. Unemployment – According to the Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE),
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Demonetization caused increased in unemployment rate from 4.0% to 5.5% along with it
there is decrease in labor participation rate from 43.6% to 42.7% and also in employment rate
from 41.9% to 40.4%. This data clearly shows that due to demonetization there is an increase
in 1.5% in unemployment rate.
TABLE:2 – Unemployment, Employment & Labor Participation Ratio IN 2017-18
(In %)

SOURCE: Centre of Monitoring Indian Economy

3.

Money/Cash in Circulation – After two years of Demonetization there is still large amount of
currency in circulation. Data Reveals that in 2015-16,16634.63 billion rupees was in
circulation which was decreased to 133352.66 billion rupees in 2016-17 but again this
circulation of currency increased in 2017-18 to 18293.48 billion rupees.
On the other hand cash with bank increased 662.09 billion rupees in 2015-16 to 711.42 billion
rupees in 2016-17 but decreased to 696.35 billion rupees in 2017-18 which shows that the
Demonetization was fail to bring cash deposit in banks and the cash in circulation rise again.
In this way total currency with the public decreased from 15972.54 billion rupees to 12641.24
billion rupees from 2015-16 to 2016-17 respectively. But there is increase in total circulation
of money in 2017-18 to 17597.12 billion rupees in the Economy again which means people
prefer cash in the economy.
TABLE 3: Total Currency in Circulation
(in Billion Rupees)

SOURCE: Handbook of Statistics on the Indian Economy,RBI,pp.85
1.

Payment System Indicators – It shows different payment system in the Economy which
includes Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS),Cards, Prepaid Payment Instruments(PPI),
Mobile Banking, etc. According to this volume of RTGS increased from 107.86 million in
2016-17 to 124.46 million in 2017-18. In the same manner volume of card payment increased
from 12055.87 million 2016-17 to 13358.62 million in 2017-18. Along with this volume of
PPI's and Mobile banking also increased. Data shows that mobile banking increased from
13104.76 billion rupees in 2016-17to 14738.54 billion rupees in 2017-18. Demonetization
increased the types of payment system especially mobile banking which help in making
cashless payment. In this way Demonetization increased the volume of mobile payments
from 976.85 million in 2016-17 to 1872.26 million in the year 2017-18 and little succeeded in
creating cashless economy but after two years, people started preferencing to cash payment
again.
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TABLE 4: PAYMENT SYSTEM INDICATORS
(Volume in Million, Value in Billion)

SOURCE: Handbook of Statistics on the Indian Economy,RBI,pp.117
CONCLUSION
Demonetization was done to shift Indian Economy from Cash to Cashless and to curb black money
but it fails into both of it'saim because black money commonly stored in gold or real state in large
amount as compare to cash and people prefer cash than online payment. Indian Economy is yet to set
the distance between online payment.
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REDISCOVERY CONCEPTS OF
“STRUCTURAL TRANSFORMATION” AND DEVELOPING ECONOMIES
Convergence and Triple 'C' Theory
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ABSTRACT
The motive of the paper is elaborate a critical analysis of the increasing attention
andrevaluating concepts of structural transformation against W.Arthur Lewis' Dual sector
model of development, is periphery or agriculture sector and manufacturing sector exhibits
of high levels of exploratory power when clarifying challenges facing developing
economies. Whereas Myrdal's approach is argued superior as it allows for considering
backwash and spread effects within a framework of Triple C theory ( or circular cumulative
causation theory) emerging between regions.The subject of research in this, defines the
importance of regional growth is one side and models as basics tools of regional
development as on the other side.
Keywords: : Structural Transformation, Convergence, Triple 'C' Theory, Cobb-Douglas
Production Function, Supply Responsiveness Functions, Nerlove model.
INTRODUCTION
In the retrospective history of mankind, it is clearly and particular in today, found that is highly
mobility but the future of their mobility had been vitally changed according to time. In the historical
past, in the prior stage the natural factors played dominance role for migration of people in group. As
population started increasing rapidly, the existing location of human settlements became headache
then people begin switch to all possible directions over the globe in the search of resources for
according their convenience. But, In the period of the 19th and 20th century in the world, particularly
in today's developed countries, different models of regional improving growth have been developed
such as: model of poles growth and development, model of misbalanced development, model of
circular cumulative causality, dependence model, model of exporting base, model of central place and
gravity and model of production specialty.
It's a fact that differences between developments of regions and close areas are
inevitable.Disproportions in development of regional areas, turnupas result of different factors
represented in the functional forms:

St =  (Yt, It, Nt, Tt)……..…………………… (1)
·
·
·
·
·

The differences in aggregates development of regions,
The differences in nominal income,
The differences in Investment,
the difference in the level of knowledge and talent of human factor,
unequal usage of technical and technological progress, diversity of natural resources,
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unequal availability of financial capital,
The nature of the existing economy structure and etc. The main goal is to bring closer
regional policy by applying regional theories (or models) that are used for development
and improvement of regionally backward parts-units of some regional areas.
Since the beginning of the 2010s, the concept of 'structural change' has become central in the policy
literature of the international financial institutions (IFIs, the IMF and the World Bank), the United
Nations and aid agencies.Lewis' Dual Sector model as presented in his popular article “Economic
Development with Unlimited Supplies of Labor” published in 1954. In the article he stick out the
framework theory and rationale of dual sector model and explained how it was relevant to economic
growth in developing economies. With due renewed interest within academic publications, this
literature defines structural changes as the capacity for the economy to diversity from traditional low
productivity products (periphery or agricultural) to non-traditional high productivity (center or
manufacturing) ones.

Swt =  (Ywt, Yrt, It, Nt, Tt) ………………… (2)
Manufacturing Sector: SMt =  (YMt, Yrt, It, Nt, Tt) ……………………(3)

Agriculture Sector:

Gunnar Myrdal in his article “Economic Theory and Underdeveloped Regions” published in 1957;
circular cumulative causation as an explanation of the backwardness of developing nations. It is
basically, a hypothesis of Geographic Dualism, applicable to nations, regions as well as within
nations, which is variety of development. Cumulative causation known as Hypothesis of
Geographical Causation too, disparity existing due to exogenous shocks.
A) LEWIS' STRUCTURAL TRANSFORMATION MODEL
W. Arthur Lewis was a very influential economist in the field of development economics. In one of his
most famous articles entitled “Economic Development with Unlimited Supplies of Labor” published
in 1954, he proposed the Dual Sector Model in regards to developing countries. This model postulates
that there are two sectors in a developing economy: the traditional or agricultural or rural sector and
the non-traditional or manufacturing or industrial sector. He suggests that there must be a change in
the structure of the economy for economic development to pass. Structural changes theory focus on
the mechanized by which underdeveloped economy structure transform their
basiceconomicstructures for heavy emphasized on traditional subsistenceperiphery to a heavy
industrialized, more urbanized and more industrially diverse manufacturing and services economy.
Structural transformation of primarily subsistence economy or traditional economy was that
formulated by Nobel Laureate William Arthur Lewis in the mid-1950s and later modified by
economistsJohn Fei and Gustav Rains.
In the Lewis' model Unlimited Supplies of Labor, the economy chords of two sectors:
1) Traditional low productivity products (periphery or agricultural) sectors,
Agriculture Sector: Swt =

 (Ywt, Yrt, It, Nt, Tt)………………………… (2)

Swtregress on these variables, we obtained a regression equation:

Swt = β0+β1Ywt +β2Yrt +β3It +β4Nt +β5Tt +Ut…………………… (4)
Where,

Swt: Aggregate development of a region of agricultural sector,
Ywt: Wage Income of the worker in agricultural sector in t period of time,
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Yrt: Income of the worker from other sector (i.e; manufacturing sector, etc.),
It: Inventory investment in t time period,
Nt: Knowledge and Talent of human factor or Human capital formation in t period of time,
Tt: Technological progress or innovation in t period of time,
β0: Autonomous Investment or intercept term,
β1, β2, β3, β4, andβ5: Coefficients of associated variables,
Simple Nerlove Model or Koyack's Distributed-Lag Model for Agriculture sector
At= β0+ β1Ywt +β2Yrt +β3It +β4Nt +β5Tt +Ut ……………. (5)
Equation 5 is the aggregate output (At= Swt) that is regresses on their respective variable, which shown
the Atis direct correlated to the variables. Often we can see in the agriculture worker switch to heavy
industrialized sector due to their backwardness of family standard, due to given the less importance in
society to pass their livelihood on their traditional professions, etc.It is used to find the cause of
switching of the worker from agriculture to manufacturing sector to take one period lag to find it
standard differences current to their past, secondly known as adapt expectation to try to reach their
rational expected standard.
At*= β0+ β1Ywt-1 +β2Yrt-1 +β3It-1 +β4Nt-1 +β5Tt-1 +Ut-1 ……...……. (6)
Partial Adjustment model (PAM) (At - At-1)= β (At*- At-1)………...………………….... (7)
(At - At-1) = Actual Difference Value
(At*- At-1) = Desired Difference value
β = Coefficient of desired difference, lie between 0 and 1.
If, β = 0,the current period aggregate output (At)= one period lag value of aggregate output
(At-1)
If, β = 1, actual difference(At - At-1) is equal to desired difference value (At*- At-1).
(At - At-1)= β (β0+ β1Ywt-1 +β2Yrt-1 +β3It-1 +β4Nt-1 +β5Tt-1 +Ut-1 - At-1)
……………....…… (8)
At = β β0 + β β1 Ywt-1+ β β2Yrt-1+β β3It-1+ β β4Nt-1+ β β5Tt-1+ β Ut1+ At-1 -β At-1…...…… (9)
At = β β0 + β β1Ywt-1 +β β2Yrt-1+β β3It-1+ β β4Nt-1+ β β5Tt-1+ βUt-1+
(1- β) At-1 ………… (10)
At = α0 + α1Ywt-1 +α2Yrt-1 +α3It-1 +α4Nt-1 +α5Tt-1 +α6At-1 +Vt
……………………………. (11)
Where, α0 = β β0, α1 = β β1, α2 = β β2,
α3 = β β3,
α4 = β β4, α5 = β β5, α6 = (1 – β),
Vt = βUt-1
…………………. (12)
We obtained Equation 11, reduced form of structural equation. It is supply responsiveness function
inshort run. Where, Long Run Supply Responsiveness Function is the ratio of Supply Responsiveness
Functionin short run and β coefficients, we obtained:
At/ β = α0/β + α1/β Ywt-1 +α2/β Yrt-1 +α3/β It-1 +α4/β Nt-1 +α5/β Tt-1
+α6/β At-1 +Vt/β… (13)
On the base of equation (13), we obtained:
Elasticity of Supply Responsiveness Function (ξSR) in short run:
ξSR = δ At/δ At-1* At-1/At …….…. (14)
Elasticity of supply responsiveness function (ξLR) in long run is the ratio of elasticity supply
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responsiveness function in of short run:
ξLR = ξSR/ β ……………..…………….. (15)
2) Non-traditional high productivity (Centre or manufacturing) sectors.
Manufacturing Sector:

SMt =  (YMt , Yrt , It , Nt , Tt )
*

*

*

*

*

……………………………(3)
SMtregress on these variables, we obtained a regression equation:

SMt = β0 +β1 YMt +β2 Yrt +β3 It +β4 Nt +β
5 Tt +Ut …………………… (16)
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Where,

SMt: Aggregate development of a region inheavy industrialized sector,
YMt: Profit Income of the worker in modern or heavy industrialized sector in t period of
time,

Yrt: Income of the worker from agriculture sector,
It: Inventory investment in t period of time,
Nt: Knowledge and Talent of human or Human capital formation in t period of time,
Tt: Technological progress or innovation in t period of time,
β0: Autonomous Investment or intercept term,
β1*, β2*, β3*, β4*, andβ5*: Coefficients of associated variables.
Simple Nerlove Model or Koyack's Distributed-Lag Model for Manufacturing sector
Mt = β0*+ β1* YMt* +β2*Yrt* +β3*It* +β4*Nt* +β5*Tt*+Ut* ……………. (17)
Equation 17 represents aggregate output ofmodern or heavy industrialized sector regress on
their respective independent variables, shown that this sector attract fromperiphery or agriculture
worker. Here, we can find positive or negativeimpact of the worker on the sectors and taken a period of
lag. We obtained:
Mt*= β0*+ β1*YMt-1* +β2*Yrt-1* +β3*It-1* +β4*Nt-1* +β5*Tt-1*+Ut-1*……………. (18)
Partial Adjustment model (PAM)(Mt - Mt-1) = β (Mt*- Mt-1)....…………………….. (19)
(Mt - Mt-1) = Actual Difference Value
(Mt*- Mt-1) = Desired Difference value
β = Coefficient of desired difference, lie between 0 and 1.
If, β = 0, the current period aggregate output (Mt)= one period lag value of aggregate output
(Mt-1)
If,β = 1, actual difference (Mt - Mt-1) is equal to desired difference value (Mt*- Mt-1).
(Mt - Mt-1)= β (β0*+ β1*YMt-1* +β2*Yrt-1* +β3*It-1* +β4*Nt-1* +β5*Tt-1*+Ut-1*- Mt-1*)
…………………. (20)
Mt = β β0*+ β β1*YMt-1*+ β β2*Yrt-1*+β β3*It-1*+ β β4*Nt-1*+ β β5*Tt-1*+ β
Ut-1*+ Mt-1*-β Mt-1*…… (21)
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Mt = β β0 + β β1 YMt-1 +β β2 Yrt-1 +β β3 It-1 + β β4*Nt-1*+ β β5*Tt-1*+ β
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Ut-1*+ (1- β) Mt-1*…… (22)
Mt = α0* + α1*YMt-1* +α2*Yrt-1*+α3*It-1*+α4*Nt-1*+α5*Tt-1*+α6*Mt-1*+Vt*
………………….….……. (23)
α3*= β β3*,
Vt* = βUt-1*

Where, α0*= β β0*, α1* = β β1*, α2* = β β2*,
α4*= β β4*, α5*= β β5*, α6*= (1 – β),
…………….……. (24)

We obtained Equation 23, reduced form of a structural equation of 20 as well as 21. It is
supply responsiveness function in short run. Where, Long Run Supply Responsiveness Function is the
ratio of Supply Responsiveness Function in short run and β coefficients, we obtained:
Mt/ β = α0*/β + α1*/β YMt-1* +α2*/β Yrt-1*+α3*/β It-1*+α4*/β Nt-1*+α5*/β
Tt-1*+α6*/β Mt-1*+Vt*/β ………… (25)
On the base of equation (13), we obtained:
Elasticity Supply Responsiveness Function (ξSR) in of short run:
ξSR = δ Mt/δ Mt-1* Mt-1/Mt………… (26)
Elasticity of responsiveness function (ξLR) in long run supply, is the ratio of elasticity of short run
supply responsiveness function:
ξLR = ξSR/ β …………….………… (27)
Comparison between agriculture and manufacturing sectors and why the labor or semi-skilled labor
migrate from agriculture to heavy industrialized sector?

Regional Status

1.
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Regional
development

2.
Intercept
term

3.
Sectorial
Income and
MPC

4.
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Income and
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β2 Yr t =β2 *Y r t*
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Investment
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Human Capital
Formation

7.
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Cell B1:this is irrelevant based on assumptions of Lewis dual sector model. Because
agriculture sector is prosperous development with comparison to manufacturing sector. But
it may be possible in initial stage or short run but not suitable in the long run.
·
Cell C1:this is relevant based on assumptions of Lewis dual sector model. Because
agriculture sector is less prosperous development with comparison to manufacturing sector.
But it may not be possible in initial stage or short run but suitable in the long run.
On Intercept term/Autonomous Investment (β0)
·
Cell A2:this is irrelevant based on assumptions of Lewis dual sector model. Because
agriculture sector is less productive due to MPL is zero and wage determined on the behalf of
APLwith comparison to manufacturing sector.
·
Cell B2:this is irrelevant based on assumptions of Lewis dual sector model. Because
agriculture sector is less productive due to MPL is zero and wage determined on the behalf of
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APLwith comparison to manufacturing sector.
·
Cell C2:this is relevant result based on assumptions of Lewis dual sector model. Because
agriculture sector is less productive due to MPL is zero and wage determined on the behalf of
APLwith comparison to manufacturing sector. Capitalist reinvest all their profits.
On Sectorial Income(Yt) and MPC(β1)
·
Cell A3: Marginal Propensity to Consume may be equalize but its amount on consumption in
large differences.
·
Cell B3: Marginal Propensity to Consume is high in agriculture sector close to negligible
saving with contrast to manufacturing sector, where MPC is low and MPS is high.
·
Cell C3:Marginal Propensity to Consume is low in manufacturing sector with contrast to
agriculture sector, where MPC is low and MPS is high. Capitalist reinvest all their profits.
On related sectorial Income and MPC (β2)
·
Cell A4: Marginal Propensity to Consume may be equalize but its amount on consumption in
large differences.
·
Cell B4: Marginal Propensity to Consume is high in agriculture sector close to negligible
saving with contrast to manufacturing sector, where MPC is low and MPS is high.
·
Cell C4:Marginal Propensity to Consume is low in manufacturing sector with contrast to
agriculture sector, where MPC is low and MPS is high. Capitalist reinvest all their profits.
On Inventory Investment(β3It)
·
Cell A5: Due to less productive agriculture sector, there is less requirement of investment
and more need of physical work with the comparison of manufacturing sector. It is irrelevant
on the base of this model assumptions.
·
Cell B5:It is irrelevant due to MPL=0 in agriculture sector and Marginal Propensity to save
(MPS) is negligible with the comparison of manufacturing sector and vice-versa.
·
Cell C5:It is relevant due to high profit and saving in manufacturing sector, the assumption
of this model is capitalist reinvest all their profit to booster in their productivity.
On knowledge, Talent and Efficiency (β4)
·
Cell A6: It is not possible in all level of production, may be possible in any particular level.
·
Cell B6: It may be possible in special required fields of production.
·
Cell C6: It is possible to majorly to all level of production due to the efficiency, knowledge
and talent required only may be on the behalf of education and training in manufacturing
sector, but not more need in agriculture sector.
On Innovation or Technological progress(β5):
·
Cell A7: It is good for enough but technological progress level cannot be equalize or same in
both sectors on their requirement.
·
Cell B7:It is irrelevant but may be required some different technological progress in different
sectors on their sharply requirement.
·
Cell C7: It is relevant and fact found in the economy, say to much more innovation and
technical efficiency required in manufacturing sector with the compare to agriculture sector.
On the above sectorial compare and contrast and cause behind for the migration and also emigration of
the labor, semi-skilled labor as well as skilled labor. Similarly concepts associated with circular
cumulative causation theory briefly Triple C theory against Myrdal.
In the agriculturalsector, there is a surplus of labor (DL<SL). That surplus makes the wage rate stay very
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low and nearto subsistence level, thereby having a marginal productivity of zero(MPL=
Marginal productivity(MPL=
defined as the increase in total product
due to the employment of one more unit of labor, but MPL goes declining with the increase in labor or
capital quantity due to presence of Law of Diminishing Marginal Products (LDMP).Therefore, as
there is a surplus of labor in the agricultural sector, labor can be added or removed from the workforce
with no effect on the output of productivity. The Law of Diminishing Marginal Productivity (LDMP)
asserts that as the labor (L) employment increases, the additional unit of labor employed starts
producing less. This law is irrelevant since there is a marginal productivity of zero in this sector. It does
not matter if a significant amount of the labor employment leave as it will not affect total productivity
because there is a surplus of labor, and there will always be enough people there to meet the demand of
the work.Lewis makes two assumptions:
Surplus labor in the sense MPL=
b) Rural workers share equally in the output, so that the real wage is determined by the average
productivity(APL=TPL/L or Y/L). The elasticity of output with respect to capital with is the ratio of
marginal product of concerned inputs (MPL =
to the average product of
the same (APL = TPL/L or Y/L&APK =TPK/K or Y/K).
John Fei and Gustav Rains formulated, that is, the Centre (i.e.; growing regions) of gravity of
development lies in gradual shifting of surplus manpower from agriculture to industrial sector. The
mobility of labor from farm to non-farm sector is an essential condition of economic transformation as
well as development of agriculture.
Elasticity of output:
The elasticity of output w.r.t. ζY,LandζY,Kwill be estimated as follows :
ζY,L =
where, (ζY,L =,< and > 1),
1) Constant Returns to Scale (CRS):
ζY,L andζY,K =1, proportionate change in output equal to proportionate change in inputs (L& K)
Let, MPL = APL and APL constant with an increase in labor inputs where the MPL= 0 and the
wage is decided on the behalf of APL (Exception of Lewis Structural Transformation model)
2) Decreasing Returns to Scale (DRS):
ζY,L&ζY,K< 1, proportionate change in output will be lower than proportionate change in inputs
Let, MPL< APL and APL declines with an increase in labor inputs where the MPL= 0 and the wage
is decided on the behalf of APL (Lewis Structural Transformation model)
3) Increasing Returns to Scale (IRS):
ζY,L &ζY,K > 1, proportionate change in output will be more than proportionate change in inputs
Let, MPL> APLand APL increase with an increase in labor inputs where the MPL= 0 and the wage is
decided on the behalf of APL (Lewis Structural Transformation model).
Marginal Rate of Technical Substitution (MRTSL,K):
In order to increase the quantity of one input, the quantity of other input has to give up. The ratio of
change in capital to change in labor is known as marginal rate of technical substitution (MRTS):

MRTSL,K = -MPK /MPL
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Here, we assume capital in the sense of physical capital or skilled labor which is existing in
manufacturing regions and labor as unskilled labor in agriculture regions the MRTS between labor
and capital is negative infinity in agriculture but in manufacturing sector labor is less elastic bur
capital is more elastic. Lewis said in his model MPL=0, in agriculture sector due to this cause the wages
of considered on the behalf of the APL.A situation is that permits the structural transformative
economist Lewis to classify that the means of surplus labor in the sense that it can be withdrawn from
the agriculture sector without any loss or damage of productivity of output and high productivity
modern or heavy industrializedurban sector into which labor from the subsistence sector is gradually
transferred.While, Chenery motive to explain his growth model as, a sequential process through
which the economics, industrial and institutional structure of an underdeveloped economy is
transformed with permit new industries to replace the traditional agriculture as the engine of growth
for an economy in over time.Based on cross sectional and time series data on of development
experience of different countries at different levels of per capita income transferred from agricultural
to industrial production; steady accumulation of physical and human capital; shift in
consumerdemand from necessities to manufactured goods; growth of cities and urban industries; rural
migration to small towns; declines in family sizes, etc. (Hollis B. Chenery and His Colleague)
Lewis argues that the phenomenon of zero marginal productivity (MPL= 0) is not only found in the
country-side, but it is also found in non-traditional or urban areas as well in the form of “casual jobs”
such as gardeners, doormen, dock workers, messengers, domestic service, petty retailers, etc.(Lewis
1954, 141). In fact, he expanded that list by asking “from what sectors would excess labor be available
if new industries were created offering employment at subsistence wages” (Lewis 1954, 142)? He
suggested that not only did the above “casual” types of labor apply, but also that women, coming out of
the household and enterinto the workforce, were a necessary source of labor for economic growth as
well as population increase, with births exceeding deaths (Lewis 1954, 142-143) and immigration
into a country (Lewis 1958, 3). Utilizing all of these sources of labor, it can easily be seen that no
matter how many more industries develop or how many new employment opportunities arise in this
sector, unskilled labor will always be available to meet the need.
In the industrial or capitalist sector, however, this is not the case, as it is possible to have a scarcity of
labor. Labor is not as abundant because of the skilled nature of the work in manufacturing sectors. The
fact that there is a smaller supply of labor makes the marginal productivity in this sector greater than
zero (MPL>0), and the wage rate increases to be higher than just at the subsistence level
(WM>WA).Since the capitalist sector uses better technology in production, and has a much higher rate
of productivity than the agricultural and traditional sectors, one could argue that in the industrial
sector, labor could possibly be worked out of employment or that there would not be enough skilled
labor to meet the demand created by innovation, especially since labor from the agricultural or
subsistence sector will migrate to the capitalist sector which will help to promote economic growth in
the economy by increasing output in production due to gotten training. He assumes that as the total
product increases, the overabundance of profits will be invested back into the improvement of the
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technology of production which will contribute to the increase in total products as well as the rate in
which products can be produced with the same amount of labor.
The primary focus of the model is on the twindimensional process as of labortransfer from agriculture
to heavy industrialized sector and compensation of labor in heavy industrialized sector employment
growth are as intension as output expansion in the same sector. Here,the speedily expansion indicates
is by the rate of industrial investment better capital accumulation in the heavy industrialized sector. In
the heavy industrialized sector derives that the capitalist reinvest all their profits due to the
productivity of capital in indusial sector goes to beyond or over wages in the agriculture sector (cf.
Lewis model).Whereas, the level of wages in the heavy industrial sector is given to be consistent and
that is distinction over a fixed average subsistencelevel of wages in periphery sector. On the second
way, heavy industrial wages would have to be at least or more than 30% excessin periphery sector, it is
majorly causes of to induce workers totransfer or migrateto those accumulated sector from their home
or native places.
Lewis argues that, in reality, skilled labor is not a barrier or burned for development as long as there is
enoughcapital. Although temporarily the sector might suffer from not having sufficient skilled labor,
it is only a matter of time before the government or industrialists offer training opportunities to train
more labor to meet the need for skilled labor with various training programs. Here, he affirms that the
real barriers to economic development are the lack of capital and the lack of natural resources (Lewis
1954, 145). He indicates in his article “Unlimited Labor: Further Notes” that early in the economic
development process not everyone can be employed in the industrial sector due to excess migrants
from traditional sectors because there is not enough capital, and labor production will always be
higher in the heavy industrial or urban sector than in the agricultural sector (MP LM>MPLA). Because
capital will accrue under these conditions, it will make the employment of more labor in the industrial
sector possible which will contribute to increasing the ratio between labor employed in the industrial
sector and labor employed at the subsistence level. This will increase the income of the country (Lewis
1958).
Lewis' Dual sector model can be explained on Cobb-Douglas Production functions keystone:
Y=AKαLβ …………………….. (28)
Where,
α=
β=

Elasticity of Output in the reference of capital and
Elasticity of Output in the reference of Labor and

K: Quantity of capital amount in the given period of time
L: Theamountof labor Quantity in the given period of time,
A: Efficiency parameter
and
A>0
1) α +β=1: Constant Returns to Scale (or CRS scale)
Exceptional cases of Lewis Structural Transformation Model
2) α +β>1: Increasing Returns to Scale (or IRS scale)
Non-traditional or heavy industrialized sector (ordeveloped economy)
3) α +β<1: Decreasing Returns to Scale (or DRS scale)
Traditional or periphery sector (developing or less developed economies)
Cobb Douglas Production Function: Y=AKαLβ …………………. (28)

α>0

0<β=MPL<1
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Marginal Productivity of Capital: MPK =YK:

in traditional or agriculture sector but in manufacturing sector it is: 0 < MPLM < 1, Why? Because, the
traditional sector where huge amount of unskilled labor (i.e., disguised unemployment) due to
absence of training and education and hospitality but in manufacturing sector the majorly facilities
existing, so the cause of migration of unskilled labor from traditional or agriculture region to
manufacturing region. But, my argument is that we cannot say that the productivity of labor in
agriculture sector in negligible, it is our mistakes. The role of labor in any sector, the contribution of
productivity in any state of level, but done in anyhow case.
Lewis's Dual Sector Model of structural change or transformed has had its share of criticisms and is
not applicable in every developing country or less developed country in the recent period of time. As
Todaro and Smith point out, there are a lot of assumptions in Lewis'theory that arecriticized.
·
The first assumption is that the rate in which jobs are created and the rate in which labor
moves from the agricultural sector to the heavy industrialized or non-traditional sector are
proportional to better capital accumulation in the industrial sector. Lewis's model does not
take into consideration the fact that surplus may not be reinvested back into the
manufacturing sector or that it may be reinvested into labor saving equipment used for
capital rather than the same type of equipment priory used. (Todaro and Smith, 2009).
·
The second assumption is that there is a “surplus of labor in rural areas and full employment
of labor in the urban areas”(Todaro and Smith, 2009). They state that, by today's standards,
economists are not agreed from this assumption. Why?Because labor migrates to urban areas
does not mean that they will be employed right away. Also, in many developing countries
there are substantial unemployment rates, even in urban areas too.
·
The third assumption they point out is the fact that the “competitive industrial sector labor
market guarantees the continued existence of real urban wages up to the point where the
supply of rural surplus labor is exhausted” (Todaro and Smith, 2009). They give the
example of how before the 1980's developing countries' urban labor markets and wages had
a habit of rising considerably over time but not presently.
·
The last assumption that they take on is the Law of Diminishing Returns in the industrial
sector (Todaro and Smith, 2009) which they oppose by saying that there is a lot of evidence
of increasing returns, especially when the capital gets reinvested properly or better capital
accumulation in manufacturing sector.
In conclusion, Lewis's Dual Sector Model was innovative in predicting patternsof economic growth in
developing countries in its time and a leader in the field of development economics, but this model is
not without its criticisms from several leading contemporary world economists.Supporters of this
model, economists such as Gustav Ranis and John Fei, have expanded his original theories to make
them more applicable for today's developing countries, and hopefully evading the criticisms that
Lewis received. Whereas, in the second better half of 1950's two preeminent development economist,
Gunnar Myrdal and Albert O. Hirschman propounded regional development and planningtheories.
They worked independently but they have manysimilarities in their theoretical aspects framework.
Both belongs to the school of unbalanced regional development theoriesand outlined the problem of
economic development in underdeveloped countries in in depth way. They had not covered the
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existing relationship between developed & less developed regions within countries as well as also
between countries. Furthermore, that was the first time when they have provided properly attention on
the non-economic parameters in the process of underdevelopment of regions legged behind in the
development. Here, these theoretical formulations are used tothe dynamics of international labor
migration.
B) Theory of Hirschman the Unbalanced Growth and Trickle-down effects:
The main founder of theory of unbalanced development A. Hirschman emphasizes that “investment
injection is important, but not sufficient. It takes technical complementary of different sectors at
different levels of production and he names that vertical connection” (Hirschman, 1958). There are
different types of unbalance in economic development of region; we will emphasize the two important
ones: structural unbalance and market unbalance.
Structural unbalance implies nonconformities which appear in the structure of economy itself in the
relations between certain sectors of economy. The most famous model of structural changes is model
which is based on studying empirical model of developing countries.
As results of this research there are:
·
Changes from agriculture to industrial production process,
·
Continuous accumulation of capital as physical, as well as human,
·
The flexibility of market,
·
Increasing number of urban centers (i.e. growth of cities) and industry as well, and
·
Oscillations in birth-rate.
Market unbalance is the second form of unbalance in economic development. This form of
unbalance depends on the following factors (Jednak, 2006):
·
Development deficit financing which usually leads to inflation,
·
Large fluctuation in agriculture production which leads to unbalance of commodity and
retail funds in the market. The analysis show that participation of agriculture in some
developing countries is around 50%, and in some even around 90%, therefore, the
fluctuation in agriculture products leads to fluctuation in economy in general,
·
Changes in the market and prices of primary products in the world market are transferred to
the market of undeveloped countries in the sense of balance.
Whereas,explaining the impact of a capitalist on of economic growth on the regions thetheory of
unbalanced growth composed by Hirschman.Here, he tried to examine how growth can be conveyed
from one region to another region and one country to another. According to him economic progress
does not comeout everywhere at the same time. For agrowing forwardlyeconomy,it must centripetal
or centrifugal economic growth, than due to salad of economies, spatial concentration of economic
growth took place around these starting points. This 'industrial atmosphere' with its special receptivity
to innovations and enterprise start attracting factors of production from the surrounding regions.
Hirschman's view of point, in an evaluating the process of unbalanced growth, we could often shows
that an a peak point is the originated pressures, tensions and compulsion toward growth after existing
points. Whereas, in the next approach of them, the process of development is better seen as a 'chain of
disequilibria' or divergent where investment in one sector induces investment in any another sectors is
a way of business cycle. The pressure that make transformation of growth from one region or one
country to anotheronewill be better if only if, growth points will be in the way of centrifugal rather
than centripetal. If the way of development as centripetal or tendency of growth as centripetal will
hold for a long time while backwardness or down fall tense retains elsewhere of the country or world
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in backward and progressive regions or developed (north region) and underdeveloped countries
(south region) respectively.
No matter how strong and exaggerated the space preference of the economic operators work but once
growth starts concentrating (backwash effect: Gunnar Myrdal) in one part of the country, necessarily
certain forces sets in the remaining parts. Here preferred space was called 'North' and lagging parts as
'South'. This growth is north will have both favorable and adverse responses on the south.
According to Chenery, the aims to explain in his growth model, succeeding process through which
the economics, industrial phase of an underdeveloped economy is transmitted over time to permit new
industries on the behalf of to replace the periphery as the engine of growth.The study based on cross
sectional and time series data on of development experience of different countries at different levels of
per capita income stress shift from periphery to heavy industrial production; better accumulation of
physical and human capital; shift in consumer demand from necessities goods to manufactured goods
as well as luxuries; growth of cities and urban industries; rural migration to small towns; declines in
family sizes, etc. (Hollis B. Chenery and His Colleague).
The prosperous pointthat including trickledown effect of Northern progress by way of increase in
Northern buying and investment in the south if the economies of these two regional complementarity,
concentration of disguised unemployment of south in north as explained in Lewis structural
transformation model, which results in raising marginal productivity of labor (MPL)and levels of per
capita consumption expenditure (or marginal propensity to consume, MPS)in south when the
subsistence wages are transfer from industrial to agriculture regions or developed to less developed
regions or countries.In contrast to this, unfavorable or polarization effects also operates. The
manufacturing sector of developing economies, largely peripheral basedand comparatively lack
oftechnologies and exports from developing face adversities of competitively edge of developed
regions or nation's part.
According to Hirschman, the main issue of unbalanced development is connected to public capital in
different forms such as: law and public order, education, health, public transport,
telecommunications, water and energy, which is necessary for development. M. Praso among the
disadvantages of traditional theory indicates what the theory doesn't include (Praso, 2001):
·
That the necessity for capital is unlimited,
·
That exists export orientated production,
·
Thatindustrialization is often growing at the detriment of agriculture and that negative
external effects are present. When it comes to balanced or unbalanced economy growth of
the region, it can be concluded:maintaining the structural or market balance is almost
impossible in undeveloped economy which is moving towards rapid industrialization,
insisting on strict and permanent balance would not useful when it comes to efficient strategy
of rapid economy growth, in the policy of economic development of undeveloped countries,
the question is not about balanced or unbalanced growth but about allowed and prohibited
unbalance.
·
The concept of balanced development demands simulative growth of complementary
activities: Determining maximum (critical) point of unbalance and regulating developing
process is not possible without integral planning. Market mechanism itself cannot
automatically regulate proportions of balance,
·
The significance of theory is undeniable which leads to noticing differences between
regionsnoting their advantages and disadvantages, which are gradually lowering.
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C) Circular Cumulative Causation Theory (or Triple 'C' theory):
This theory according to many theorists is specific in highlighting structures of regional development.
In the middle of 1950s Hal Mynt and Gunnar Myrdal claimed that “social-economic system has an
automatic tendency of stabilization”. Gunnar formulated the circular cumulative causality principal
as basic principal of economic inequality (Praso, 2001).By analyzing theory of circular cumulative
causality, Gunnar noticed that “in systems which are mutually connected, the change of one variable
affects the change of other which acts in the same direction” (Gunnar, 1957). This implies that
cumulative process is spreading in one circular flow and it can cause positive effects in one place,
while in the same time, brings negative effects in some other place (i.e., Paretto Inefficiency). The
authors of this concept especially emphasize that opposite centripetal (cf. moving towards a Centre)
and centrifugal (cf. moving away from a Centre)forces act in circular cumulative process act which
cause two types of effects:
·

Migration, Capital Movement and Trade: Backwash Effects or Centripetal
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regions which is called backwash effects,it is happened due to dominance of natural occupy
places or developed regions. Here, I have assumed that the backwash effect due to migration which is
also known as Paretto Inefficiency against the Pareto Efficiency elaborates that 'a region make better
off without making any worse off'.
The backwash effects work in different fieldsbut more importantly the movement of labor, capital and
trade towards naturally advantageous region. This process works as the media for evolving
cumulative process upwards in the favorable region and downwards in the unfavorable one (i.e.,there
is opposite relation between favorable and unfavorable regions, locality, nations, etc.). As a result, the
positive growth of the prior has their negative effects on the post,which are under the influence of
centripetal (cf. moving towards a Centre) force and which are straight forwarded in interaction of
developed and less developed area. The effects of that interaction can be seen in labor flux and flux of
raw materials which implement its development.
The attractive centers for economic activities receive immigrants from other regions. Why? Due to the
selectivity in migration process, the poorer regions lose their most enterprising and youngest workers.
This favors the rapid growth in the advance region and disfavor the others. Capital movement and
trade also operate in the similar fashion. In the growing centers increasing demand will spur the
investments which in return raise the income levels. Due to this demand further accelerate and raise
investment in the second round and so on. Free trade tends to destroy small and traditional industries
in the poorer regions which cannot compete with the industries in the richer regions operating on the
principal of increasing returns to scale. In this process richer regions excel at the expense of other
regions and inequality appears with greater magnitude. This cumulative process of regional inequality
works through many causal chains of economic as well as non-economic factors. These factors are
interlocked in a circular causation at both the centers of expansion and lagging behind and move these
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regions in opposite direction with widening inequalities.
· Immigration, Effects of spreading or Centrifugal

According to Gunnar Myrdal, in his theory of Circulative Cumulative Causation (CCC) theory, he
explained that the reverse concept of backwash effect is known as spread effect which is assumed that
spreading effect due to emigration. There are certain centrifugal dictated as 'spread effect' of
expansionary momentum from the growing center to the regions legging behind this. In spite of, it
may happen due to productivity increment of periphery goods, slowly development of technological
advancement, increasing demand for their raw material, labor and in different kinds of fields this
process helps in cumulating social process by circular causation in the similar manner as the backwash
effects and bring countervailing changes.
Myrdal found that the neutralization of the backwash effects, when a country reaches a high level of
development where the spread effects are strong, will itself spur on economic development so become
an important factor in the cumulative process. Thus rapid and sustained progress becomes an almost
automatic process when once a country has reached a high level of development. In contrast in an
underdeveloped country spread effects will be weak and the free play of market forces create and
widen regional inequalities more powerfully. This is one of the interlocking relations by which in the
cumulative progress “Poverty becomes its own cause”. Spread effect, which are the result of
centrifugal (moving away from a Centre) force, and its effects can be seen in collecting revenues from
farms to Centre or industrial developed area, and from incomes of labor migration. This effect
contributes to development of the entire area and country.
Gunnar finds the most significant conclusions through analyzing development of developing
countries. He realizes “that labor migration from undeveloped to developed regional Centre has got
the key role in relating effects of undeveloped and developed regions” (Gunnar, 1957).
· Regions, Nations and International perspectives& Triple 'C' theory
According to G.Myrdal, for how reducing the inequality among social groups and regions of a country
there should be created harmony? This is created through policy interference by organized society
with the operation of market forces which, if left to themselves would have led to disharmony.
For countries to be highly integrated, it is a complex networks of systems of state interferences needed
for preventing any region or social group from lagging far behind in its development. Thus, policies
for national integration, including regional equalization themselves represent only a phase of the
cumulative social process of economic development. Though this process has to be conceived of at a
higher order since it includes also, in addition to the evolution of the market forces, people's political
attitudes, interferences by the state and infect the entire political process. The government in
underdeveloped countries should therefore, adopt 'egalitarian policies' to weaken the backwash
effects and strengthen the spread effects.
GunnarMyrdal talked in the point of inequalities at international level or globally. To explain this, he
has approached that how on the effects of trade (i.e., export and import), and how on the skilled, semiskilled as well as unskilled laborsmigration and mobility of capital and so on. Due to expansion of
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markets and manufacturing industries in rich and prosperity countries have adverse effects on
whatever industries under developed countries which haveapproaching the handicrafts and the small
scale industries especially. To promote the production of primary products that is as low cost and
where unskilled or semi-skilled workers areabsorbed, is the main motive of international trade of lessdeveloped countries. The export elasticity of these kind is inelastic (i.e., ed=0) and much more up and
down of the prices are found. This again restrained the development of under developed countries.
The development of an economy has to be carried out by policy obstacles either by the individual or
particular by a person in underdeveloped countryand the world community.
CONCLUSION AND RESULT OF RESEARCH
Models of economic growth take significant place in realizing improvement of regional development.
Today, it can be claimed that models of regional development are integral element and one of the main
tools which solves problems of uneven economic growth, among certain regional areas.Lewis's Dual
Sector Model was innovative in predicting patterns of economic growth in developing countries in its
time and a leader in the field of development economics, but this model is not without its criticisms
from several leading contemporary world economists. Supporters of this model, economists such as
Gustav Ranis and John Fei, have expanded his original theories to make them more applicable for
today's developing countries, and hopefully evading the criticisms that Lewis received.Model of
structural transformationis one of the most important theories in regional development which is
based on principal of structural changes. Process of transformation is a process where unproductive
labor (MPL=0) in traditional sector and it is transferred in non-traditional or manufacturing sectors
(0<MPL<1), and the wage rate is decided on the behalf of average productivity of labor (APL) but not
on MPL, Why? Because, MPL=0 in agriculture sector. But it is not genuine, why? Because the
contribution of each labor in the GDP of the economy in anyhow condition, those are skilled, semiskilled or unskilled.Model of Unbalanced developmentis directed towards structural transformation
and market unbalance in development. This theory growth of undeveloped areas sees in unequal
development which can stimulate economic growth through creating stressful situations which would
effect on change regional developing value, and which actually comes to problem of comparative
allocation. In this theory, one of the premises is denied, that is the premise about existence of high
flexibility of prices, high flexibility in demanding and expressed substitution of producing factor.
Model of circular cumulative causality (Triple 'C' theory) defines development on the assumption that
growth of one Centre will affect the other i.e. change of one variable effects the changes of some other
variable which leads to the same direction. The main processes of this theory are effects of attraction
which are affected by centripetal force, and are manifested in interaction developed and less
developed area, as well as effects of spreading which are the consequence of centrifugal force. G.
Myrdal in backwash effect which as Paretto Inefficiency model in welfare economics.
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NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT AND EMPLOYABILITY IN INDIA
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ABSTRACT
India has witnessed diverse phases of growth during past several decades and is at
the threshold of entering in a completely unusual orbit which is marked with high
rate of expansion but a worsening trickle down phase of non-inclusive growth
trajectory. Many multilateral aid agencies, such as World Bank, United Nations,
Asian Development Bank, and numerous nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)
have sponsored studies to track the growth path of countries to ultimately focus on
ways and means to ensure how to fight this menace of exclusive growth which is
increasing regional inequalities, widening income disparity.
Successive
governments have introduced numerous schemes, such as Integrated Rural
Development Program, Jawahar Rozgar Yojna,, Swarnjayanti Gram Swarozgar
Yojana, Rural Housing Scheme and Mahatama Gandhi National Rural Employment
Guarantee Act to promote inclusive growth, not significant has happened. In this
paper, a close scrutiny of creation of employment in various sectors along with
changing nature of employment and employability has been attempted and the
skewed pattern of growth of employment opportunities across few segments of the
economy leading to lopsided development is looked into. Industry expert's opinions
and narrative from the Prime Minister of India have also been summarized to see if
the views of the academia, practitioners and policy makers are converging.
Moreover, for inclusive growth to materialize in a country with the size and scale of
India, private sector involvement is equally important. The State and the private
sector can complement each other in driving inclusive growth. This paper further
elaborates on the challenges, policy initiatives that need to be further strengthened
to meet the desirable all-encompassing growth pattern. There is an urgent need for
the private and the public to work in close association to have a unified approach
towards how they can extend, innovate, collaborate and leverage mutual strengths
to push inclusive growth.
Key words:Employment, GDP, Non inclusive growth
PRELUDE
India has witnessed diverse phases of growth during past several decades and is at the
threshold of entering in a completely unusual orbit which is marked with high rate of
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expansion but a worsening trickle down phase of non-inclusive growth trajectory. Many
multilateral aid agencies, such as World Bank, United Nations, Asian Development Bank,
ILO and numerous nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) have sponsored studies to track
the growth path of countries to ultimately focus on ways and means to ensure how to fight
this menace of exclusive growth which is increasing regional inequalities, widening income
disparity.
The global unemployment rate is expected to fall slightly to 5.5 per cent in 2018 (from 5.6 per
cent in 2017), marking a turnaround after three years of rising unemployment rates.
However, with a growing number of people entering the labour market to seek employment,
the total number of unemployed is expected to remain stable in 2018, above 192 million, The
unemployment rate in India dipped from 3.6 per cent in 2012 to 3.4 per cent in 2014. It,
however, rose to 3.5 per cent in 2015 and the unemployment rate has remained unchanged
since then. (ILO report)
With this brief background the present paper tries to focus on a close scrutiny of creation of
employment in various sectors along with changing nature of employment and
employability has been attempted and the skewed pattern of growth of employment
opportunities across few segments of the economy leading to lopsided development is
looked into. Industry expert's opinions and narrative from the Prime Minister of India have
also been summarized to see if the views of the academia, practitioners and policy makers are
converging. Moreover, for inclusive growth to materialize in a country with the size and
scale of India, private sector involvement is equally important.3ed on a close scrutiny of
creation of employment in various sectors along with changing nature of employment and
employability has been attempted and the skewed pattern of growth of employment
opportunities across few segments of the economy leading to lopsided development is
looked into.
GLIMPSE OF EMPLOYMENT AND SECTORAL EMPLOYMENT SITUATION
th
Since the 68 round of NSSO data is available that pertains to data up to 2012 and
comprehensive studies (Papola T.S. (2013), Aggarwal A.(2014) tracks the employment
situation and hence in this section an attempt is made to skim through several reports to
track the current job situation in the country and examine the employment experience in
different sectors. According to the World Banks' report, India accounts for a third of the
world's poor (up from 22 percent in year 1981) while China accounting for 13 percent (down
from 43 percent in year 1981) is next in line.
Current report of UNDP on human development places India at the 135th position. This is on
the basis of key social indicators such as gross national income per capita on purchase power
parity, access to education, standard of living, such others factors. Even countries such as
Palestine, Iraq, Indonesia, Egypt, Sri Lanka, and Vietnam fare better in terms of these
rankings.
Current McKinsey report (2015) looks at the level of consumption needed for an individual
in India to attain a decent, if modest, living standard to meet outlays on food, housing energy,
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drinking water, health care, sanitation, social security and education. As per these metrics,
the study estimates, nearly 680 million Indians are unable to meet their essential needs.
Economic Survey Reports (2011-2012 to 2014-15) have expressed concern over slowing in
the compound annual growth rate of employment during the period 2004-05 to 2011-12 to
0.5 percent from 2.8 percent during the period 1999-2000 to 2004-05 as against the rate of
growth of 2.9 percent and 0.4 percent respectively in the work-force for the same time
periods. The share of primary sector in total employment has plunged under the halfway
mark while employment in tertiary and secondary sectors has registered a little increase.
However, data from the 68th NSSO round (2011-12) also indicated a revival in growth rate
of employment in the manufacturing sector from 11 percent in 2009-10 to 12.6 percent in
2011-12. It is important to note that 52.2 percent share in total employment is dominated by
self- employment but within these workers engaged in low-income-generation account for
significant proportion. Another cause of concern is poor growth of employment in rural belts
and that too particularly among women. The Economic Survey 2014-15 has concluded that a
major hurdle in the speed of generation of quality employment in India is the trivial share of
manufacturing in aggregate employment. This cannot be overlooked as insignificant since
the National Manufacturing Policy of 2011 has fixed a target of generating jobs to the tune of
100 million by 2022. Stepping up growth of medium, small and micro, enterprises is very
critical from the viewpoint of creation of job and it has been accepted as a crucial force
behind the Indian development agenda. According to 27th Quarterly Employment Survey
of the labour ministry, eight employment-intensive industries (textiles, metals, leather, gems
& jewelry, automobiles, transport, IT/BPO and handloom/power-loom) there were job
losses of 43,000 in the first quarter of financial year 2015-2016. The second quarter was
slightly better, with 134,000 new jobs, as compared to 91,000 net new jobs generated in the
first half 2015-16. At their peak, these sectors had added 1.1 million jobs in the year 2010. In
the subsequent five years, however, there was a loss of 1.5 million jobs. Financial year 201415 witnessed an increase of 500,000 jobs in comparison to 300,000 jobs in the previous year,
yet it was half the peak figure. There has been no indication of recovery in 2016. As a matter
of fact, there is a drop.
Currently, the manufacturing sector has an employment share of about 12-13 per cent.
However, this share has been gradually growing, in the preceding decade; the number of
workers per factory has been dipping in the past 3-4 decades due to increased outsourcing. In
fact, the growth has not been steady throughout the country and is mainly in medium sized
manufacturing units through informal employment in the manufacturing and infrastructure
sector, which is able to source good talent at the level of leadership, particularly to take care
of profit and loss responsibilities that requires a set of commercial skills.2 The manufacturing
industry also needs youth who can work on shop floor. The 'dignity of labour' is a bizarre
hypothesis in India. Handling papers is seen as more venerable vis-a-vis holding a torque
wrench.* Services are seen as better paid and glamorous than manufacturing sector. Switch
2. *Yogi Sriram, vice-president, corporate HR, L&T.
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over is easier and avenues for international exposure is much more in service sector. Hence,
manufacturing sector is loosing skilled people to service sector.
Another reason for the decline in jobs could be a reduction in contract workers (close to
70,000 lost their jobs in the first half of 2016, as compared to 161,000 increase in the first half
3
of 2015) . Employment in export units that was reeling under depressed global demand, also
witnessed a sharp decline. Only 5,000 job additions were there in the first half of 2016 as
compared with 271,000 in the year 2015 during the corresponding period. The automobile
sector, for instance, also did not fare well since there were job losses to the tune of 23,000 in
export units as compared to 26,000 additional jobs created in the other seven sectors that are
labour- intensive in the second quarter of the year 2016.
Previous couple year's Budget had particular provisions to increase productive employment,
coupled with measures to also push infrastructure and specific sectors of the rural economy
that would create additional jobs.
TRENDS IN THE SERVICE SECTOR
The observations to look into the trends in the service sector is also necessary where there is
job creation. Employment opportunities have been growing in financial technology and
financial services sectors. Ever since ten new small banks and eleven payment banks have
been granted licenses by the RBI in 2015, the traditional banks in the face of stiff competition
from the new entrant players have been opening branches, recruiting personnel to expand
their services. A new push to job creation is there since the entry of PayTMs which are
combination of technology and financial services. E-commerce is another upbeat sector
which is doing heavy investments in logistics and last mile delivery. 'When there is
economic growth and a pick-up in manufacturing, logistics, supply chain and distributionrelated jobs do reasonably well. 'Logistics services flourish nearly three times the GDP
4
growth rate.'
CHANGING WINDS IN THE SERVICE SECTOR
A big change is being experienced by the traditional IT sector that might impact the job
profiles and opportunities in the service sector adversely. Self-service portals, automation
cost sharing are all going to stifle job creation in the ITeS segment. More productivity and
value addition is being sought by customers. This would require higher level of skill but will
not translate into new job opportunities. Disruptive technologies, such as social, mobility,
analytics and cloud are going to offer new growth avenues across verticals for IT companies.
Another upcoming area is Artificial Intelligence (AI). Positions like data scientists, retail
planners, product managers and digital marketers will be in great demand in the coming
years. More specialised skill sets will be in demand with the advent of new technology. For
example, a BPO unit of 500 professionals can easily be managed by interactive voice
response (IVR) now. However, to warrant correct delivery of information through IVR we
will still need technology professionals. The call centre jobs euphoria seems to be
3. Labour and employment secretary: Shankar Aggarwal. India Today 20th April 2016
4. E. Balaji, president, People Services, at TVS Logistics.
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vanishing. The other interesting trend is the shift of ITeS jobs to Tier-2, Tier-3 cities and
rural areas. This is a trend that is due to cost effectiveness, but which will require higher
emphasis on interpersonal and communication skills. Here, India seems to be losing out to
countries like the Countries like Philippines and Malaysia having trained staff in accounting
work and non-voice analytics seems to be taking jobs away from India.
These reports give a mixed picture. Some project the country's some of the economic
achievements especially in terms of growth of the service sector while the majority depict
that all is not well with India's growth model. Job creation can be incentivized by boosting
infrastructure development with least possible environmental damage and lower interest
rates so that ease of doing business can be facilitated. However, this account does point out
some interesting trends but as per the metrics of level of consumption required for an
individual in India to achieve a decent, if modest, standard of living to meet expenses on
drinking water, food, housing, sanitation, health care, education, energy and social security,
more than 680 million Indians lack the means to meet their essential needs.
CHANGING NATURE OF JOB CREATION
The CMIE and the EPFO data show the recent scenario of job creation in India. Both
institutions analyzed the situation of employment for the age-group 15-24 and 25-64.
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The EPFO data refers to the net additions of employees in the formal, provident fund
payment sector; however, not all net additions are new employment. For the six-month
period September 2017-February 2018, total net additions in the 18-21 age-group was 1.1
million; in the 22-25 group and net additions were lower at 0.8 million. Even after allowing a
reasonable amount of job-hopping (20%), the EPFO data suggests that in 2017, 3 million
jobs were added in the 15-24 age group.
For the 25-64 age groups, the CMIE data suggests that total employment creation in 2017
was a robust 12 million and total job-creation in 2017 was 15 million.
PM'S LOGIC OF EMPLOYMENT AND EMPLOYABILITY
th
In the Lok Sabha on 20 July 2018, Prime Minister Narendra Modi referred the above data
and narrated the situation and changing pattern of employment and employability in India.
The narrative of Prime Minister's logic is as follows:
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EMPLOYMENT IN FORMAL SECTOR
Prime Minister recognized the way to assess employment in the formal sector- through
Employee Provident Fund (EPF) and reveled the data that in the nine months between
September 2017 and May 2018, 45 lakh new subscribers had joined the EPFO, out of which
77 per cent were less than 28 years of age. The National Pension Scheme had attracted 5.68
lakh new subscribers during the same period. Besides this, there are a number of professional
bodies in the country from where young professionals register themselves and become selfindependent. For example, doctors, engineers, architects, chartered accountants, company
secretaries. According to the survey by an independent institute, 17,000 new Chartered
Accountants have joined in the system. Of them, 5,000 have started new companies. If one
Chartered Accountant institute provides employment to 20 people, then around 1 lakh CA's
must have got employment in such institutes. In India , more than 80,000 postgraduate
doctors, dental surgeons, and AYUSH doctors pass out of colleges every year. Of them, even
if 60 per cent starts their own practice, then one doctor can provide employment to 5 other
people, and this figure will be 2,40,000.In 2017, there were around 80,000 new
undergraduate and postgraduate lawyers. Out of them, even if 60 per cent may have started
their practice and provided employment to 2-3 people, then around 2 lakh new jobs are
expected. In these three professions only (doctors, CAs and lawyers), more than 6 lakh
th
people have got employment opportunity in 2017. (PM Modi , 20 July 2018 at Lok Ssabha )
INFORMAL SECTOR
Prime Minister Modi also talked about informal sector, where many people get
employment in the transport sector. In 2017 more than 7,60,000 commercial vehicles were
sold. Even if we suppose that 25 per cent of this was a replacement of old vehicles, 5.7 lakh
new vehicles were pressed into service for transporting goods. If one commercial vehicle has
two people working on it, nearly 11.40 lakh jobs were created in this sector. If we see
passenger vehicles, then this sale figure was 25,40,000. Out of that, if 25 per cent was a
replacement of old vehicles, then 20 lakh new vehicles were on the roads. Even if 25 per cent
of these new vehicles get a driver and conductor, then 5 lakh new jobs were created. In the
same year 2, 55,000 autos were sold. Out of them, even if 10 per cent was a replacement of
old autos, then around 2,30,000 autos were pressed into service last year. Since autos work in
two shifts, three people get employed by 2 autos. In this way, 3,40,000 people got
employment through new autos. In the transport sector alone, these three categories of
vehicles have proved job opportunities to 20 lakh people. ( PM Modi , 20th July 2018 at Lok
Sabha)
CII REPORT ON EMPLOYMENT
According to a CII survey among over 1 lakh MSMEs, there has been a 13.9 percent
increase net jobs additions (or 3,32,394 new jobs created), over the past four years, which
is a 3.3 percent increase per annum in these four years.
The survey, that covered 1,05,347 MSMEs of varying sizes, across sectors, located in about
350 industrial centres spread across the country, indicates that micro enterprises were the
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largest job creators in the past four years and will continue to be so in the next three years.
The findings are contrary to the official and other industry data which show that there were
massive job losses since the note-bank and GST implementation in this very sector. While
private sector economic think-tank has found that as many as 13 million jobs were lost in
2018 alone, the official NSSO data show that unemployment rate touched a 46-year high in
2018.
The put the findings in context, the survey mapped the jobs figures against publicly available
macro-level data sourced from the Labour Burea (fortotalworkforce).
"Given that the total workforce size according to the Labour Bureau is estimated at 450
million, the overall job additions work out to 13.514.9 million per annum," it said.
The top job-generating sectors were hospitality & tourism followed by textiles & apparel and
metal products, during the past four years. Machinery parts and transport and logistics were
the next significant job creators, it showed.
In terms of states, Maharashtra, Gujarat and Telangana were the largest job creators, while in
case of exporters, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu and Telangana topped.
"There is an expectations of higher growth on employment for the next three years," the
survey said.
This optimism emanates from the fact that government initiatives like the 2 percent interest
subvention given to all MSMEs and trade receivables e-discounting system (TReDS) would
drive future growth leading to more employment, the report said.
CHALLENGES AND POLICY INITIATIVES TO TACKLE JOBLESS GROWTH
One of the disappointments in the post-reform period in India relates to the slow progress in
labour intensive manufacturing. Several studies have revealed that services sector would be
an unlikely destination for the millions of low-skilled job seekers. (Ramaswamy and
Agarwal 2013, Ghose 2004) Manufacturing has the capability to engage low-skilled
workers because it has stronger and greater backward linkages, unlike the services sector.
Low levels of education are yet, another challenge. In 2009-2010, nearly 52% of the workforce were either illiterate or had received education only up to primary school level. Barely
17% of the work force had higher levels of education. Workers skill sets were also low. In the
age group of 15-59 years, only 10% of the workforce had received some form of vocational
training. India has the eighth largest group of super-rich people in the world as per the New
World Wealth's Report 2015. Relatively faster economic growth in recent years is among the
reasons for the increasing number of super-rich. In India, the concentration of billionaires is
unusually large (World Bank report on inequality in South Asia that has appeared in
Business Standard, 21Jan, 2015)
Yet, with a low per capita income India continues to figure among the low middle income
group countries, thereby signifying widening wealth gap between the haves and have-nots. It
is therefore time for the country to analyze the situation and evaluate strategies that would
help the country and the people to achieve overall well being of the vast majority through
inclusive economic growth.
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Skill development and its utilization in a proper way is a dual challenge. As per the Labour
Bureau Report 2014, skilled labour is just 2 percent in India, which is abysmally low when
compared to the other developing nations. Merely 6.8-10% percent of the persons aged 15
years has received or will be receiving skills as per report. To take advantage of the
demographic dividend, there is a need to turn young population as assets. Education, skill
and productive employment are key propellants. The skill development mission was
launched by the Government of India in 2010 with the aim of providing skills to minimum 50
million people by the end of the 12th Plan period.
The National Skill Development Corporation has stated a requirement of 120 million
skilled people for the period 2013-14 in the non-farm sector (Economic Survey 2014-15).
Deficiency in formal vocational education, absence of quality education, high dropout rates
in schools, inadequate skill training capacity required for industry, negative perception
towards skill enhancement, and lack of industry ready skills in professional courses are
some of the primary reasons of poor skill levels in India's labour-force. Recent initiatives
have been aimed to augment access, equality, quality, innovation in the field of higher and
vocational education. These are the Rashtriya Uchchatar Shiksha Abhiyan, Technical
Education Quality Improvement Programme, and National Skill Qualification Agenda.
Under the Ministry of Skill Development, Entrepreneurship, Youth Affairs and Sports, a
dedicated Department for Skill development and entrepreneurship has been created to
accord focused attention in this area. Apart from this, Nai Manzil for education and skill
development of minority dropouts and Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Grameen Koushalya Yojana
for poor rural youth have also been set up.
CONCLUSIONS
The GDP growth rate in the last few years has been ranging between seven to eight percent
per year. While we are debating the situation of employment as a major issue, the postreform phase has observed rise in disparities across social groups and between urban and
rural belts. Challenges in most essential features of inclusive growth including poverty and
employment, agriculture, social sectors across regions pervades in India. The social limits of
Indian democratic politics, obstacles to rural growth and urban transformation, the
corruption cancer, typical social causes of exclusivity are some of the impediments to
equitable growth. Intensive government interventions, open-minded civil society including
NGOs, improved governance is significant for the success of sectoral interventions, macro
growth pro-policies, targeted poverty alleviation programmes. To Empower people at the
bottom of the pyramid means to make them equal partners and stakeholders in the rising
economic prosperity. Emphasis on empowerment includes better and affordable access to
bare necessities and this will stimulate economic activities that will finally contribute to
economic growth.
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ODF SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK-DISTRICT: BHADOHI
Jyoti Pandey*

BACKGROUND/OVERVIEW
Sanitation coverage is rapidly growing in Uttar Pradesh, a developing state of India, is fast moving
towards becoming Open Defecation Free (ODF). India and Uttar Pradesh is demonstrating to the
world that it's possible to eliminate the practice of Open Defecation with concerted efforts at all levels.
India's Swachh Bharat Mission-G has become a reservoir of ideas for many developing countries to
draw not only ideas, but also confidence and inspiration. Over 97% of the Indian rural households
have got access to toilets (Dec. 2018). More than 500 million Indians in rural areas have stopped
defecating in the open since 2014. Through strong political commitment highest level of dedication
administration on this flagship program it's over 60% progress made in about 50 months' time and in
which highest significant contribution of Uttar Pradesh where 1.36 crore built toilet during the year
2017-2019.
During this rapid progress we have made in ensuring every household has a toilet, (and use them) put
forward completely a different narrative now. A pilot study conducted by the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation in selected open defecation free (ODF) and non-ODF districts showed that households in
ODF districts had 'significantly better health indicators'. The WHO (2018) states that 300,000
diarrheal deaths will have been avoided since 2014 when India becomes completely open defecation
free in 2019. The UNICEF estimates that households in an ODF village in India saves Rs. 50,000/- per
year on an average. Thus, there are several reasons why sanitation is an important social development
indicator. The prime of them, of course, is that it prevents spread of diseases such as cholera or
typhoid.
Sustainable sanitation for all is our goal. However, studies conducted (NARSS, 2017-18) on the use
and maintenance reveal that by and large about 10% of the toilets constructed are not in use.
Therefore, action must be initiated on sustaining the ODF status of villages so as to narrate our ODF
Story completely satisfactorily. There are difficult terrains, and water stressed areas; and there are
people in remote rural pockets who think 'it's okay to do it in the open, or that toilets are either for
women or for people in the city who do not find any place for open defecation. This is a challenge – not
new though - that the sanitation professionals / Swachhagrahis confront with it regularly today.
As per baseline there is still a small percentage (about 2%) of rural people who do not have access to
toilets. The surveys conducted by the National Sample Survey Organization (NSSO, 2016) and
Quality Council of India (QCI, 2017) on usage of toilets by the individuals who have access to toilets
reported more than 90% of individuals are using toilets in 2016 and 2017. The other side of the story
indicates that about 10% of the rural dwellers, despite having access to toilets, are not willing to use
them due to reasons such as habits and poor installation etc. Enabling those families that do not have a
toilet to own one; and nudging those few individuals, who have toilet, yet continue to defecate in open
must be persuaded to use toilets. This has been the most prominent reason to start a new campaign
after ODF Phase, will be 'ODF-Sustainability Phase' is all about finest solution of sanitation.
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ODF Sustainability depend on a process of capitalizing strengths of good practices and champions,
capacity enhancement of swachhgrahis, nigrani samiti, community members, self-help groups, NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and Community Based Organizations (CBOs) and line
departments like PRD, BED, RDD, UP Jal Nigam, ICDS, etc. This campaign aims to make a visible
impact on the health, ODF Sustainability Framework-District: Bhadohi
sanitation & hygiene of community through improvement in their sanitation and hygiene practices.
By aiming to a step forward on ODF Sustainability District Bhadohi planned to continue to engaged
with people and community on sustaining the ODF outcomes using innovative and inclusive IEC
interventions. District has started capacity building interventions will have to continue for the
personnel and stakeholders engaged in the ODF-S component of the program.
CURRENT STATUS OF DISTRICT
As per the baseline of Swachh Bharat Missioin (Gramin) 2012 report indicates that District Badohi
has total 239042 households, 100 per cent households had get their toilet, total 172779 assets (IHHL)
have been constructed after the launch of SBM(G) on dated 2nd October 2014. Nowadays district
targeting to construct 37542 IHHLs to cover it's left out beneficiaries from baseline 2012. Total 561
gram panchayats/ 1091 revenue villages have been declared ODF and district itself declared ODF on
dated 30th September 2018. Total 351 gram panchayats/874 revenue villages have been verified by
division/state team. Moreover, district is focusing on complete transformation of schools through
Vidyalaya Kayakalp Campaign/Mission 561 to ensure the sustainable functionality of WASH
facilities which faced with immense challenges that include design and location, ownership,
operation & maintenance. District implemented an innovative IEC/BCC campaign as ODF clinic to
curb the technical issues of constructed IHHL and their sustainable use by community.
Therefore, district would like to maintain its ODF status through continual community engagement to
achieve the actual ODF coverage; maintaining it universally across the district over a continued
period of time, ensure continuous usage of toilet and practice of safe and hygienic behaviors by the
community. Through its Mission 561 targets to transform (Kayakalp) at least one school campus
(PS/UPS and AWC) of each GP into a 5-Star model school as per GOI standard in next quarters of the
current & upcoming financial years. At least 30 Gram Panchayats from all 6 Blocks would be prepared
their 5 years Solid Liquid Waste Management Plan and will start preparatory community mobilization
activities with locally available resources.
EXPECTED RESULTS
Total no of 66 Gram Panchayat would be organized ODF Clinic & gaps of ODF should be fulfilled
in targeted GP by June 2019.
Total no of 67 Schools developed as Learning Lab by 30th March 2019.
Total no of 30 Gram Panchayats has prepared their 5 years SLWM action plan and demonstrated
preparatory community mobilization activities by June 2019.
Total no of 335 neighboring schools of 67 Learning Labs would be up developed as Model 5 star
Schools.
Total around 2000 frontline functionaries would be trained on organizing ODF Clinic, developing
Learning Labs & preparing 5 year SLWM action plan.
ACTIVITIES
1. Training of 2000 frontline functionaries (Gram Pradhan, Sachiv, Teacher, Swachhgrahis &
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Anganwadi Workers) by trained DRGs.
2. 67 School Improvement plan would be developed and all the Navratna will trained by DRGs.
ODF Sustainability Framework-District: Bhadohi
3. Exposure visit & training of Navratna of 335 neighboring schools of 67 learning labs will be
facilitated by DRGs.
4. ODF Clinic facilitates in 67 gram panchayats by DRG members.
5. 30 gram panchayats 5 years SLWM action plan would be prepared by DRG members.
Matrix SLWM, Bhadohi District
49 people of different cadre trained on SLWM from 19/2/19 to 21/2/19

Plan International Staff

Two days training of Pradhans, Secretary, Swachhagrahi and teachers of 66 GPs on ODF Clinic,
Operation Kayakalp and Five Years SLWM Planning
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Support Required from District ,Block and Plan International for training† Logistic Support-Hall, Training Material, Laptop and Hard & Soft copy of Learning
Material
† Incentive Support- T.A.(@Rs.200 per person per day) and Honorarium (@ Rs.500 per
person per day)
† Letter- From DM/CDO to organize the training
† Agenda for training- By Plan International
† Handholding Support- District SBM & UNICEF partner team
One day Orientation of Swachhagrahi's on ODF Clinic, Operation Kayakalp and basics of
SLWM Planning

Support Required from District ,Block and Plan International for training†
†
†
†
†

Logistic Support-Hall, Training Material, Laptop and Hard & Soft copy of Learning
Material
Incentive Support- T.A.(@Rs.200 per person per day) and Honorarium (@ Rs.500 per
person per day)
Letter- From DM/CDO to organize the training
Agenda for training- By Plan International
Handholding Support- District SBM & UNICEF partner team
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Review

Responsibility and incentive mechanism for DRGs as per deliverables achieved ( other than training)
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Kirit Parikh's Lecture at 101 IEA Conference, VIT 27 December 2018
A Report
Dr. Anup Kumar Mishra
A special Lecture was delivered by former member of planning commission and chairman of
Integrated Research and Action for Development, Dr. Kirit Parikh on the inaugural day of the 101th
IEA annual conference at VIT , Vellore.
He concentrated his lecture on 'Issues of Sustainable development, climate change and India's
responsibility '. Dr. Parikh addressed the questions about India's nationally determined contributions
to reduce the emission intensity of its GDP by 33 to 35 percent by 2030 from 2005 level and to achieve
about 40 percent cumulative electric power installed capacity from non Fossil feel based energy
resource by 2030. He also addressed the question to create an additional carbon sink of 2,5 to 3 billion
tonnes of CO2 equivalent through additional forest and tree cover by 2030. He focussed on the main
thrust of LCSIG Report which emphasized on inclusive growth , energy efficiency in households and
industry and push for renewable. With this background Dr. Parikh explained the low carbon inclusive
development model (LCID) prepared by IRADe which covers the whole economy and provides for
alternative technologies. This model assumes the inclusive growth scenario on the basis of
government efforts on income transfer and housing facilities, drinking water, sanitation, education
and health, electricity, cooking gas etc. by 2030 to all. Dr. Parikh elaborated the impact on CO2 by
replacing fuel wood by LPG. He appreciated the Govt. efforts for UJJWALA scheme which reduced
GHG emissions alongwith LED bulb penetration and bulk procurement of ceiling fans. Dr. Parikh
also presented the glimpse of policies for inclusive visionary development and its result. In his model
Dr. Parikh also elaborated the comparative costs of visionary development scenario and its
implications for carbon emissions.
Dr. Parikh was optimistic and focussed on the conclusions of LCSIG by submission that inclusive
growth is attainable at little cost by good governance and emission intensity can be reduced by 35
percent by 2030 even without 175 GW of renewable by 2022. He urged that policy should be thrust on
efficiency households, commercial buildings, transport and industries which require incentives. Also
there should be improvement in railways freight share by providing on time, safe and cheaper
movement alongwith better urban transport like metros, buses , cycle paths etc. Further Dr. Parikh also
presented the challenges of the IPCC 1.5 degree report and highlighted the major energy resource of
India which includes new clean coal technologies and its 35 years projected role. By presenting
overall scenario regarding the climate change Dr. Parikh concludes by his observations that India's
emission can be within in its equitable share of environmental space , provided the reduction in costs
of solar power and storage technologies occurs. He urged about the policy implication about the target
to limit global warming to 1.5 degree has to be achieved by market mechanism , the non - fossil
technologies have to be lot cheaper . Dr. Parikh also responded the questions raised by few
participants regarding UJJWALA schemes and sustainability of his model.
The special session was chaired by Prof. R. Radhakrishna , chairman of CESS, Hyderabad . He
concludes the session by his keen observations.

